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ABSTRACT 
MINING AND TRACKING EVOLVING WEB USER 
TRENDS FROM VERY LARGE WEB SERVER LOGS 
I3ashppr Hawwash 
~Iay 10. 2008 
Onlim' organizations are always in searc·h for innoY<ltin' lllarketing stratc'gies to 
hdter satisfy their CUITent website users and Inn' new ones. Thus. recentl~". man:v 
organizations haY(' started to retain all transactions taking placp on their v;ebsite, and 
tried to utilize this information to better understand and satisfy their users. Huw('y('l". 
due to the huge amoullt of transaction data. traditional methods arc neither possible 
nor cost-effectiw. Hcnce. the usc of effectiw awl automated lllethods to handle these 
transactions becaul<' imperatiYe. 
""pb Csage ~Iining is the process of applying data mining techniques on web log 
data (transactions) to extract the most interesting usage patterns. The usage patterns 
arc stored as profiles (a set of t"RLs) that can be used in higher-lewl applications, e.g. 
a reconlllwndation system. to meet the company's business goals. A lot of research 
has been condncted on ""eb l~sag(' ~Iining. hO\\,c\"('1". little has b('en done to handle 
III 
t Ii(' d:nl<lllli(' 11<\1111'(' of \\'('1> ('()]11 l'lll, I Iw ~pOll1 ill[(,Oll~ I'ltilllgill,~ \)('II()\'im of 11S('I'S, iUld 
(Il(' Iw('d fur '-,I';ILtllilit\ ill 1 hi' LII'I' Ill' Llt)2,1' ;IIIlI)ltll/:-. of' d;I1;I, 
Tltis t lli'~is pl')P(!SI'~ il hilllll'\\(Jt'kll!;I( lli'lp~ (';lplll1(' 1111' dlilllgillg llillU)'(' of IIsel" 
\H'li;I\'iul Oil (\ \\'I,lhil(', TIl<' flilllH'\\'II1'k i~ d('~i,~ . ')l\'d II! Ill' ;I])plil'd ]>('riodil'illl,\' ull 
ill(,()llJillg \\,(,1> tr;IIlSi11'li'lllS. \\'itll l}(,\\' II~ill2.I' dilLI tll<ll i:-: ,similar til old!'r profile:-; 11s('d 
10 11]>11;111' 1!J('~(' Idd ]>rutill'~' alld distilJ('l lr;llls;)('!illll~ Sllil.iI'I,t('d III ,11]('\\' P,llt<'l'Il 
dis('()\'I']'\ p['()('('~:-;, TIll' j'('~IIlt Ilj' I hi~ l'l;\llll'\\lilk i~ i1 ~I'l ()f ('y()h'illg pl'Ohll'~ that 
1'<'1»)'('SI'lIl IJlI' IISilgl' lJl'llil\iul' ;It illl\' gi\"I'11 lll'lilJlI of I illll', Tlll'~(, jlwfill's ('(\,11 lilt(,!, \)(' 
11S('<1 ill Iliglwr-l('\'('1 ilppli('i\1 il Ijl~, fIJI' ill."! ;1111'1' 1<) pr"lliel I lll' 1'\'llh'illg II:-;('I"'S jlll('n's! 
a:-; P;\)'( IJf ;111 illll'lligl'lll \\'('b pIT~(Jlli\li/i\li()lJ frilll}('\\'()rk. 
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l(() 
lOG 
lOIS 
109 
110 
111 
112 
I:\TIiC) D l.~ (1TI ():\ 
1.1 I\!Ioti va tion 
TIl<' i\"orld \\"id<' \\"(,1> is rlH' 1<11'g('SI dlld lllost ,)(TC'ssibl(' soun-(' of illforlllatioll 
for both I1S('l's and imsilleSS('S. Orgallinlliolls neat(' tlwir ()\nl w('hsit('s To offer their 
s(,1"\"i("('s To the CllST()UH'rs (ilHli,-idlJ(ds or ()11)('1' ("()]llpalli('s). awl CllslOJIH'l"S tl()ck to 
th('s(' \\"('bsilCS To buy 1l<'''- i>()uks. fellt llll)yi('s. l<'ad 11('\\"S. or P('dorlll a11~- kind of 
husiu('ss tl"illls,wtioll .. \s ilIon' ilnsiw'ss('s llllll'('d onlill('. til(' COlllp('litiOll iJ('t\H'<'ll 
businf'sses to h'('p II1('ir (lId CUS!OllWrs ,[wi In1'(, 1]('''- custOllH'l"S has inne-as('(L Si11C(, a 
COllllwtitor"s \\"('hsit(' i.., just Ol](, dick ;l\\-<1\". 
All tlWSt' n'aS(lllS hm-(' muti,-aled ollliw' ("olllpallies tu il11aly!:(' 111(' llsage <leLlyit.\" 
data that l"f'sltlrs from m!lilll' tT,\lls;l("tiollS ill (Jrdn to j)('ttfT llll<i('rsta11d awl satisf\ 
tlwir w('iJsil<' 1):-;('[".., Oil an iwliyi<iual or gro11p basis. for illst;lllC(' to support ClISlol1W1" 
Helatiollship \[;lllitgellH'llt (CH\I). Ho\\"('Y('l. Illillions (Jf dicks ,md Onlill<' tnmsactiol1s 
t<lk(' pla("(' ('\"('1\ <1m'. ;llld 11)(' dal a 1 hat l"<'sults frolll tlws(' tl"ilIlsactiolls is becolIl-
ing so 111lL'/' thaI tniug to l1S(' ("!lm-('llt iliwd illl;t!ysi:-o lll<'t!Jo<is is 11('i1lI<'1' possihk nor 
("():-,t-df('cliy(' .. \~ il l<'Sllit. iT hil:-- j)('('()l1j(' illljl('l"ill i\"(' I() 1lS(' alll()IWll('<i awl ('/1"('("li\"(' 
mC'thods to 1111"11 tllis nm- daTil illro kll()\\-I('dg(' thai call help olllin(' orgrWi!ations to 
iH'ttf'l" l111dl')"SI dlld t h('ir 11S('1"S. 
1 
\\"('h Lii\~(, .\Iillill~ is the pro('('SS of ilpph"ill,!.!, d(l1;1 llllllllig I ('dllliqll()S OIl 'H,b 
log d;II;1 (tnlllsactioll:--) To ('XIl'<lc( 11)(' lIlost illl ('l'(':--1 illg I):-,(')'S' olllin(' (}('liyil," jJatt('l'llS 
aJl(! ('Xl l'(}('1 frolll Ill<'lll Ilsn pmfil(':-- (' ,g, il s('1 (d l"B Ls) lllill ('<Ill he ll:--ed ill highcr-
1(,\,1'1 il ppli('ill i()llS s11< ']1 i l:-- )'( '( '( 11l11l[('lJ( Lt I i()ll 0)' P('1:--( 1l1idi/<ll i( III :--('lTicC's. ;llld ]]('1)('(' h('l P 
illn(';\s(' rll(' oll]ill(' llS('l'''i' :--iui:--facl i()t! illJd Illilil!1;lill tll<'i]' !O'-ill1,", 
Th(')'(, h;)s 1)('('11 it ('()l1sid(']'illdl' illll()lllil of ](':--('il]'<"11 ill \\"('1> llsage milling II. :L L G. 
1 L [.J. it" 1 ~)I. H()\I('\('L 111('1'<' llil:-- 1)('('11 w),y f('I\' <\('1 ai]('d Sllldi('s ill hu\1' I () (ka1 "it h 
the dl(dlel1!.!,illg (lutriH'lnislics of 1()(lm"'s \\'('Ilsil(':--, ('sj)('cialh' ill i\lls\l'erillg s('il]ahilil\" 
COll(,('l'llS ('tlOl'l1l()llS:--1 ]'(';\lt1S of ra\I' dill it), dYllillJlic ('()]it(,lll illllllh(' dlilllgitlg hdlin"iOl' 
of lIs('rs, 
Th(' COllI ('Ilt ()f Illt)sl \\'('iJsit(,:-- dlilll!.!,('S (Ill il ]'('glllm basis I hilt rallges frolll 1ll()llthl~' 
dWllg('S r 0 h011l'h'-dlilllg('S sllC'h a:-- 11)(' ('ilS(' of lllOSt 11('\\'S \w\)sit('s, 'I'll<' dnlalllic 
11al111'<' oj' Iwbsil(>:-,' C(IIlJ('1l1 ,dullg \\"illl til<' :--(wi;d, ('('ol1ollli('id, cult11raL awl olh('1' 
dUlllg('S i\l'1' til<' dl'iying for(,f' f()r rllf' Cililllgillg IH'llin"ior ()f 11sns ()\'n 1])(' \\'('h, Sin('C' 
till' chatlging II:--ngr' iH'hilyi())' is h,!]'(l to pl'f'di(,t, dis(,()\"fTill!.!, ll:--ag(' [lill I (,l'llS should 1)(' 
dOll!' d\,lliuui(';dh" alld (Jll ,I n'glliM hlSis, 
1.2 ()bjectives 
This llJ('sis propose:-- il I]('\\' 1'ldlllf'\\'( Ilk 1 hill ('i\ll hillll!k t h(' changing COlli ('111 il11<1 
h('ha\'ior of Ill<' In' i) 1[s('rs 1 II' II pdil T illg n:--ag(' pa II ('l'lh profil('s OH'l' I imp h;ls('d (Ill t h(' 
Jl('\Y \1'('1> log riMil :--tl'<'illll, III this fritllH',,"()rk, \\"('h lI:--(\g(' lllinillg is p('rfoI'll}('d on a 
regutm hasi:--, such as \\"('ekh" ()l' d'liIy. (It' df'l)('llditlg OIl Ill<' size of t 1](' jogs, ill ('ase 
t 1](' logs (';Ulll()1 1)(' I()(ldr'ri ill llH'lllfJlT ill t lwir r'lll il'<'I\', . \t f'il('h l'llIl, t h(' 1'('('('111 llser 
i\('tiyiti(':-- m(' ('()lllpat'I'd it!.!,ilin:--t t1J(' f'xiSl in:.>, pwfilr':--, rllf'li the profil('s (\1'(' llpdated 
;\('c()]'dill!-~ If! il :--illliliirit\ f1lllf'li(lll, Tllf' ('(Jlll]>lr'II'''" !H'\\' ,llld diffe)'ellt l1sag(' trends 
i\1'(' 11]('11 Ils('d II) di:--('()\'I'j' ilrirlili()lI,tI 111'\\' pmfil('s II) 1)(' ilddr'd 10 tl}(' older npdatt'r1 
pI'< lfiles, 
, ) 
1 illH'. ollh· a slludl('l" jlilJ1 of Ill(' Jl('\\' I()g dill i\ lllH]l'l"i-;()(';, til<' pat 1 (TIl dis("OYlT\' 1'1"O("('SS. 
Th('Sl' dliu;wtnjstic;, Ill;)k(' ollr fr;u)w\\-()rk ;Ill effi('i('lll ;Illd rohllst s()11l1 iOIl that ("all 
\)(' (,lllh('ddt'd ill it higher-I(,\·t,l applic;)tioll thaI 111 ili7l';, t !Ji' profiles ill illt('lligl'nt \\-('1> 
applici\t iOllS. s\lch it;, to pW\'idC' predict iOlls fm web !Jag(' )In'-fel chillg. load halallcing. 
n'(,OlllllH'llda 1 iOllS. or \\-(' h pn;,()llaliLi\ 1 iUll . 
• [LlIJdlillg t h(, s('illahilit\· of ll:-iilg(' p;1ft(,]ll dis("()Y(,lT frolll lll<lSSl\'(' illPut \\"('h 
(\lchiw of pwfil('s ill all ull-goillg hasis . 
• £y;[I11(11 iug Ill(' quali!.\· ()f T 1](' Il]opo;,('d profile trackillg . 
. ) 
.) 
1.3 rrhesis C:ontribution 
The lllaj(Jl' ('ullt ]'iLIlI iOll ()f, hi" I IH'si~ i" pW\'idin,l', <\11 dli('i('llt, w!Jllst, ilwl s('alah](' 
approacli to disu)\"('l' tll(' ltlOST iltt('l'('"rillg 1lC,(']' \H'lt<tyiOl' pat terlb Oil it \whc,it(" This 
appr()(l('h is ('iljlilhl(' of d('Y(']upill,l', ilwl 1 )a('kill,l', ('Yoh'ill,l', profil('s fur llsns' j)]'()\\'sill,l', 
I felJds Oil it siltgle \\'('hc,it (', Th('c,(' prufiks me put('llt ial1\' -ilt ilm' ,~i\,(,Jl tilll(,- the hest 
1'<'1>]'('S('111 ,II iy(',c, ur t 11<' ('1l]'l'('lt! 11,,('1'< 1'1'd'('['('It('('~' 
This IjH'sis jc, ,lise) ('()It(,(,llwd \\'itll c,twh'ilt)..', ,\lid i-1wlinin,l', 111<' ('\'oltlli()ll OfPilttCrJ1S 
that i11'(' dis('()\'(']'('d, The appl'oi\('lt ,1<iujl1<'d ill lhi~ tlH'c,is llpdat('s til(' patteJ'lls to th(' 
small('s! d('lilils. II('w'('. oh"('l'yill,l', tlH'il' ('y{)ltllioll \\'ill giy(' all il('('lIral(' pid1ll'(' oEho\\" 
IIS(,],S ;\1'(' 1'<,;tI1\' dlilll,l',ill,~ tll<'il' 1Jl'()\\'"ill,l', 1J('h;I\'i( I]', This (\lliLksi:-- lll;t\' IH'lp ill poillting 
out pot('ltlial blhilws" t<l1',(2,l't Illill'/;:('h (II' o1l1da('d Illill'/;:('h, 
Tllis I jJ('si" abo Sllgg('c,r:-, il 1l1dill('lldt]('(' ,d,l',ol'il hill I hilT \\'ill \)(' ;Ipplied pl'riodi-
('(till, (Jll t hl' dis('()\'('l'l,d pa t \('l'lb 1 () ('11 h,llH '(' tlwil' i)( '('111'<1('\ awl J'( ,lin hilit \', Dmillg 
lilailll<'llull(,(', til(' P;111Clll" ill<' ('Yitlllill(,d. Ilms ]>o!(,tlliaU\' allo\\'illg ullh' illt('}'('sting 
or (,lllT('1l1 ()I](,,, to \)(' ['('taill('d, Insl(,<ld of plltting ('Y('l'Y 1)('\\' data H'('ord tlll'OlIgh it 
('omplete analysis. it lar~(' porti()ll of datil (thaI all'eitd~'lllat<ll tlt(, dis('()w['ed profLles) 
"'ill actllitlh 1)(' dis('iI['<i('d hilS(,d oil ilpp]'()prillt(' silllilmity t('sts a,l',aiusl IlteS(' profiles, 
[\'('l1r hough. (Jur dis('nssioll" i\l'l' "'it hill t llf' ('Ollt('.\J ()f lllilliug m'b llSilg<, data. 
this approa('h (';lJl lJ(' ('xt('ud('<1 to uT hc'r ;,ppli('(iTiut1s im'ulyiug lllillillg d~'Jl(Ulli(' dilta 
st t'(';llllS. :~lI('h ;IS millillg ;mel SllllllllCll'i/illg \'(\I'ious ,,\'st('lll awl l)('t\\'ol'k ;l1ldil logs. OJ' 
(''1'(,11 telllporal 1 ('xl dilt,l "neil it" hlog" illid olllill(' 11('\\'", 
1.4 SUllllnary 
The lllOriYillioll:-- \J('hiwl n<i()plillg 11)(' Pl'ujl()S('d fr;1llw\\'Ol'k an' the w'('d for alla-
lyziug tll<' \\'('1> I1S('l':-;' lll'!li\\'i()l' OU ,,'('hsil('C,. awl I hl' b('k of lIll't hods (0 haudle dWllg('S 
dli('i(,1l1h. \"hil(' adhniltg I() tll(' "(,,dahilil\' l'<'qllir(,lll('lll of (his task. \\'(' haw also 
pn's('llt ('<1 t It(' lIlain ol>.ie('fiY(,s and ('ontril J1ltioll:-- of this thesis, thaI is 10 d(',,(,]op a 
!'O!JIl:->t. s(Oillilhko illld efIiciellt fnuI}(",oOlk ciip;\hle of (";\]>1 mill,l.', t IH' dYIl()lllic llsage' h('-
ll<\\Oio]" ()Il 111(' m'i> i\:-, rl :-,('t ()r ('\()hillg jlwfil(':-,o \\"hie]] c()111d ])(' lls('d ill higl!l('l"-I('yd 
oj 
2.1 ()verview of Web Usage Mining 
\\'('l! 1-:-';112:(' :\Iining is r)\(' ]>n)("(':-,:-, of applyillg dat;l 111llll1lg t('('lilliqlH'S to ('xlracl 
llseful ill fol'l tllll ion \l:-';l)..',(' pilt 1 ('l'lh frulII t lIt, m,L log dill (\, TIt(, ilwily:-,is of the dis-
('0\'('1'('<1 lLS<l)..',(' pal J('UlS ('llll 11('11> Onlill<' ol'g,mi/;\t iOllS gaill llli\ll\ hllsill<'SS i)(,ll('jits, 
inc!udillg: 
• D(,! (Tlllillillg ! 11<' life t illl<' \'a11w I d' ('list ()1ll('1'~ 
• Dndopill)..', ('!l)ss-]>wdllct 111;)]'\.;('1 ill)..', ':"1 l';lj('gies 
• Enhancing tIl(' ~('n('l' l)('rf()ntlitlll'(' 1)\, pl'f'-fe!cllillg pag('s that Ih(' ns('!' is most 
likdy I () \'isil ((,()llllllOnh jl('ri'onIH'd L\' IW:-,1 illg sit ('S ilud 1111('1'11('1 S('l'yjcc Pl'Oyi(krs) 
(; 
TIl<' ilho\"(' I)(,lli'fit" ill'(' Ilot Iilllit('d l{) (jillill<' ,,101('S. hut llwy IllilY ([Iso illlPiWI olhPr 
iIlull\"!(, pi)lt(,lll". Tllis is (111(' to Ill<' LWI tlull pillll'l"ll l"f'pr('S('1lI<11i()1l ic. i1pplic<llioll-
dqH'lldellt. i.('. lh(']"(' iI)"(' llO stiltlrlilrds Oil hl,\\" jlillt(TIlc. profile" should look like. 
ilgl' lllilling" took 1'11('\ ll,,(' llliUl\ t('dllliqll('c. fWlll diff('["('lll discipliu('c. iucluding 
o\rlificialll1tdlig('IlC('. diltil millillg. llliWhil)I' l('imlillg. i1l\(1 illf()llI)ill illl) tll('()I"Y to inre]' 
P]"()jlos('d ill 1111 <I 11('\\ ('\"ol1itil'llil]"\ dllstl'rill!2, ilpproiwh cillli'd {OI)Sllj)(,ITis('d '\icil<' 
Clllstl'l"ill!2, (1"'\('i. \\"hich p1"O\"I'd Whilst to ll()i,,('. Ilo\\"('\"('l' l°.\C \\()]'b ))('SI wilh 1lI1-
thl' USI'l". 
L~' tl1(' jliltl(,],1J imain,is l(1ob. Tlll' illII'l"PI"I'til1i()ll of thl' j!;:)ltI'l"IlS depeud 011 thl' tool 
-I 
<Iud tile jlllrpo..,(' ()f 1 I lilt illtcrpJ'('lilli()lI, i"n!" (''i:,\lllp]e tl\(' \Y('hYi7 SY..,('1Il rl~1 is l1S(,(] 
Iu \'iswlli/(' Ill<' m·b ,IS it «)lllW('I(·d i-',l"ilph, \\'('h l"liliZi\tioll \\ill('r (\\T\I) III is ,\II 
example of hOI h i\ di..,("oY('l"\' (\lJ( l ftllah'..,is lo()l for \\'('\) 11S;lg" Illillillg, \ \" L\ I <,xt }"a<'ls 
llC\\'ig;l1iOli Pi\TI('lllS ;\lld l"('pn'S('lll" thelll 1)1' i\ll "(\gg1<'g;\I(' 11<'(''' which me hw\\':-,iug 
tntils cOlJlbirwd 1);ls('<1 oIl llwir ('OllllIlO]l pn'fi'i:, \IoJ'('owr. \\T\I oH'el"s i\11 SqL-hnsed 
langllag,' ("<lU('d \IIyr t bu ('Ilah]!,s tIt(' 1!1ll11;\Ii ('xp('rt to j"')rtllat the 0111 ]>ut and ("h()os(' 
t hI' inte]"estil1gm'..,s criteria, 
2.2 Sources of Web lJ sage Data 
TIl<' \\('h IISilg(' d;lt;\ (',\ll 1)(' ()iJtailled fWlll <ii/r(TC'UI S()lll"('('S: S('I"\"<'1" log fiks. di(,llt 
side dilla, ilIHl \\"(.\) prox\' l()gs, 'I'll<' lll()..,t illlj>Ol"titllr sOIll'('(' is the S('!'"\'(']" log fiks since 
I hr'\' (''i:pli("it h' l'(,(,()l'd I hr> clickstl'<'illtlS for ;111 I J1(' IlS(,],S (Ill i\ part iCIlbr \ye1Isit<· and 
t h(·\' iln' 1I1\[('h ('<lSi(T ](i oiJt ailJ sillce t 1]('\, art' ()\\'Jl('d hI' t IJ(' lll"gillli/ill i()ll that ()\YUS 
I he \\'(.1> S('I"\"('rS, 
Thc' illform;) t iOll ,\\'i) itt 1)1e ill log tiles iudu<ie 111<' diell t . S IP ilddn·ss. t illl(, of ;w(·('ss. 
pag(,s yisit(,(l. jJH'\'i()\Is pag(' yisit('d. (lnd 011[('1' fidds. H()\\'('WL ill it S rm\' furrH, the 
llsag(' dalil jJl'<l\'ided 1)\, log til(·~ OIl til(' \\'('h ..,('1'\,(,], i~ nor (>lltirel\' l'<'liahl('. and does 
Hot reii( 'd tll<' act llid bw\\'..,illg hdli\\'ior d1\(' t () t he \'i\l'iuu~; !C'\<'!s ()f ('aching OIl the 
\\~('h, C;)chillg is l1~('d I)\' lll(J',t \\'('ll bl'()\\''''('h to k(>('p i\ 1<'lllPOI'i\l'\' (,OP'" Oil the local 
lwwhill(, of ltlO"t n'C('1l1 h' \-isit('<i P;\g('S, Illld('j' thc' <):-;S\llllprioll I hill tJ}('S(' p;lg('S w()uld 
llloSt likel\' 1)(' yisit('d i\gaill. So \\']l<'1l 1i'Cj1l<'sted, t l)('\' would 1)(' ]('rrieH'd fro111 the 
IClllPOl'(tl'\' IO('i\tiull Oll tlH' l{)cal 111<\('hi11<' I () red un' hot 11 the loading time of those 
pagc's awl til(' 11<'1 \\()j'k tnt/lie lund .. \s i:\ l'<'..,ult. ,til the (,,\('IlC'd pages ,\1'(' nol n'<lU<'stcd 
frolll til<' S(,I'\'(,),. ThllS. tlj('\' <\)'(' !lor 1'<'('01'<1('d ill til(' ..,(')'\'(']' log hII'. 
Ot]J('j' illfortllitti()11 Ihal ('illl he f()l1lld 011 th(· :-'('I'\,(,1' indw\e qll(,)T datil which is 
th(' s('t of ki'Y\\'(nds (bat Ihe lIs('r.') S('<llch for \\'ithill that \\('bsile. a.., \\'(,11 as cookies 
\\,pb SelT('l's ill it :-'1)('('i,ti lisT slof('d ill tl](' ('()()ki(', Tlte pmpos(' of ('ookies i~ to keep 
t rack of lls( 'l"S 1)( '(' ,W:,(' () f t 11(' lillli 1 ill iUll ()f 11](' :,1 (\ t <'I ( ':,s ('( )1111('( 'I iOll lllod <'l of th(' HTTP 
and JaY<l .1.ppl(,ts, Ilo\\'('F'l" tllf'H' is it tUld('-()H' IWnn'('l1 Ill<' ddditiollal comp1ltational 
sli('f'X" <lUWllllt Iltn! Jill'" Snip1 Ulll ('()1l(,("1 ('()lllpill"ed to Jay,) .\ppl('!s), Clif'llt-sidp 
page ilsdf lIOI 01] 1 he S('1"Wl' sid(', so ('\"(']0' tillJ(' tl](' j>rlL',('S iH"("('ss('d - (''lUi if ii is 
- , 
reus(' SOlllf' pnYilc1: ('011<" ('1"11 S, 
network Irafli(' !nad, It shmes t 11<' SillllC' ("OW'('PT of uwhillg hI' \wi> 1>1'<)\\"s('["s Oil local 
iufonu<t1ioll ahout 11](' ('OlllllltlIl ill1(Tl's1S of lllllltipk llSCTS ol1111Ulripk w('ilsitcs. which 
makes it it ntillabh, SOlln'(' for the \\"('1> lIsage milling pr()('Pss, ()11 th(' 01 her hand, 
local (dienT -side) (';whillg pl"Oyid(':, informa T i()n a h011l only it Sillgl(' 11S('1". HOW('H'L 
The ('Xpnilll<'llTs dOll(, in t Itis l"l's(',\1"("11 i\l"(' hased ()llb" Oil \wh usage dat;t ('ollected 
2.3 Pattern discovery process 
_\nah-zillg l](l\Y 11S('I'S r\(T('SS a \whsit(, C(lll h(' critical 10 tll(' organiz<ltiOlI as dis-
cussed ('arli('r. (lllil call 1)(' OJ[(' of rlw Illi\iu frwtors ill d('1<'rIllillillg tile organiZi\tioll's 
S\l(,('('SS (JI" faillll'(,11 Ih(' olllilJ(' \yodd. _\cq!lirillg Ill(' m'b Ilsag(' data is Hot a hard task 
sinc(' llloSt of 11)(' daLl is Oll 111(' \\"('], s(')"Y('rs m\"ll<'d hy 1 hi~, orgi\lli7al iOll. IImw'\"(,L 
h({or(' this nm" daul is ay()ilal)I(' for pr(){"('~,sillg 1)\" til(' P(\11('1"ll disc()wry itlgorithms. 
it I}('pds I () 1)(' p]"('pMed pn'p]"()("('ss('d f()j" it t() hi' llspftd. 
2.3.1 Preprocessing usage data 
Pn'prc)("('ssillg 1]](' llsag(' delt;\ is 1101 a tri\'ial tit,,}.;: 11. :2. I !)I: it call ])(' arguablY the 
lIwsl diilicult las];: ill ill<' \\'e!J 'l"sag(' .\lillillg pn)("('ss dll<' to th(' inCtJlllpkt(,lH'SS alld 
cOlIlp!vxity ()f <lilla. It is ab(J ()ll(' (If th(' lJlost illlportallt tasks ill ",(,h llsage millillg 
sinn' the disc()Y('l"('d patr<Tlh m(' ollly 1lsdul if the 1lsage' datil ;.',iws;m (\("("1lr;\t(' pictllH' 
of t 1](' 1lsn ;1CC('"S('S 10 the \\-eh sire. There are 1m) pri1llan" I asks ill preproc('ssillg: 
rillta c/c(Jllinlj. alld fml/:;(j(-jillil ir/(litijiwti(}11 abo kIlO\\'1l (IS S(SSi(}lIiwiillll. 
Dat.a Cleaning 
During I his ]l]"()«'S:-;. all irrd('Yclllt it<'llh ,uP elimillated from The serY('r log. All 
irrci('Y<l.llt it<'lll cunld 1)(' rIll (\("("('SS t() (\ pi!'Tlll"c. (\ dip. or mn"t hillg that is not of eillY 
illlP()rtiUl<'(' 1() lh(, ]H'hil\'iol" of Ill(' lher. HatheL it is ('llll)('dd(·d \\"ithin Ihe r('ql1('sl('d 
\\"(,1> png('. This kiwI or iU'lll milld 1)(, dimilli\{('d ])\" cilf'(l:iug til\' sllffix o[ t h(' CRL 
llalll(' (\wjn'm()\"illg 'lll ('mrie's ('nding ""illl ClF. JPEC ... <'1c. 
_\IWI ]J('l" kiwi of ind('\"ilut il ('Ill COlIWS frolll n'(!1l('st:-; origin(\Tillg fm!ll weh agcllts 
like s('arch ('llgiw' l,ots. <Ti\\dns. or spid(·rs. UC'Ce\1lS(' tlw,,(' agents (\("("('ss t h(' \\"cbsit(~ 
pcriodicalh" to l1pdilt(' their S('mdl dittill)(\s('. ('(\("h time thilt tliey yisit th(' website. a 
ll(,\\' ('lltlT is (TPr\T('d ill tlie l( I;.',. \"('t 1 his rlC)('S 11\)1 n'pn'S('1l1 ,UI <lct1lal lIS(,1". TI('IlCf'. 
10 
th('\- sllOlIld he l'<:'IllI)Y('r!_ O]]C \rny 1 () do t Iw t j;:., by checkillg foJ' SOllle knowll IP 
addr('ss!'s or n;t\\"l(']' i<i('lll ifi(T"_ ,lll<! t hell l'('llloyill,C, idl tl](' ("()IT('spolldillg (,Htril's fmm 
Illl' log_ 
Transaction Identification 
TII(' S('qlj('ll("('~' of jlil,C,(' n'q1l<'sts 111ll"t b(' ,C,nJ1ll)('d illt 0 I( .giud lIliits 1 () 1)(' lls('d In 
1]l(' minillg pro('('~;S LH'h of 11w,,(; logical1111its is called a scs,-;i()}1 ,,-hidl is (Il(' s('t of 
P;l,L',<'S thelt m(' \-i~,i\('d In- d sillgl(' US<'1' \\-ilhill a pr('dcfillCd ])('riud of (iIll(" This S\('P 
n('('ds to 1)(, dOll<' ])('(';\llS(' s('ssiolls descrihe bo\\- usns "1)('lw\,(,n Oll IjJ(' \whsil<', Thus. 
indiyi(l1lill l-BL l<'l'(mls il]'(' nWilllillgl('ss, This might S('('1I1S lik<' ;\ triyi(11 process. 
lim\'('\-cr. S(JIll(' iss1!!'s I)('('d to lw addrf'ss('<i. 
011(' iss1[(' is hu\\' I U ti( '\('1'llliIl<' t hit 1 11)(' il('('('SS n '(,()l'< ls n 'alll- hel()ng (() (\ single liser. 
Tlte probl('lll is 111(\1 Iwl ('WIY single IP i1ddrf'ss 1'('pr('s(>nls exact 1,- UHf' lIser. and this 
is du(' to the fact tlliH Ilrdillan- 1lsers (normally) do nol ()\nl it ll11iwrsally 1llJiqu(' IP 
addr('ss h(,{,<111S(' of t 11<' high ('usl all! 1 luw il\-ailel hilit\- uf IP iHldn'ss('s_ So Iuternet 
Scryin' Prul"id('1's (I~P) O\nl Ull(' or lllOl'(' IP addn':-.s('" (lwlus(' tlWlll tu COlllH'ct their 
cliellls to the IU1<'l'll<'t. ISPs 1,'"l)i(',dll- hay" it p()ol (If pro:.\:\ s('rn'l'" dUll an' lls('d 10 
speed up ,l('C('SSill!2, 1 he IllICl'll<'1 hy lllulriple cliellls. so all these ,-\C('('SS('S will he' s('en 
Oll t h(' log file a" ('()llling from ow' IP address h(,II(,(' coltsid('l'{'d OIl(' 11Se1'. Abo. SOllle 
ISPs l'Cm<iOlll11- a~;si,C,ll (';)ch req Ilt'St frolll il singi(' user tOil <lifrCH'lll IP address for 
priy;\{'y awl oplillli/ati(lll PIlI'P()S('S (IP addn'"s rotatioll)_ ,,-hid1 lll(';mS lh;lt lll1lltiple 
IP address!'s OIl tIl(' lu,e. file' lllill" a(,[1lalh- rcprCS('llt it single' lIS('1'. :\Im('m-('l'. it lls('r 
acc('ssing III(' m'\'sil(' frolll ddfel'f'lll Illi\chilH'S ltl;\\- dP])('ill' as 1ll1l11ipl(' 1[s('rs Oil the 
s(']'\-n side. 
~()Ill(' u[ IIl<'s(':'lllulH'r,,(llll<' iss\I('" (';\11 1){' s()ly('d h\- Ilsill,L', di('lll-sid(' 1l'(\ckillg Iw'ch-
(\llislllS sll<'h n:-. cO'lkiC's. III Il"ing ;) ('()lllhilli11 iOll of IP ilddn'ss('". llliwhilH' Wllll(" 
hI'O\\-s('1' ag(lllr. alld (It h('!' illforlllal iOll. HO\\"(I\-(IL di('IlH,j,:\(' ll'(\('king 1l(1(lds to \)(' 
ellahled 1)\- til(' dicllf hilllSdf. ;\1Id ll"i1lg d ('Ol11hiwltioll or <linen'1I1 d,)fa (:·,[[('h ;lS IP 
] 1 
(\d<lr('~s fwd hw\\'sillg dg(,llt I is llot ;\l\i'i\.\'S Iwlpflll sille(' ('1'(,11 Ill(' mlllhim\! iOll lIlight 
not \)(' (,ll()lle!,h I() iilr'lltih' illdi\'idllid 1[,,(']S (fur ill"tdlW('. ollh ,I f('\\" hr()\\sillg ;IP,<'IIIS 
like 1111('111('1 Explof('r (lwl ~1()/ilL\ Fin>fo.\ dOlliitlill(' tll(' n'~t I . 
. \llotiwl i~s1[e ie \\hill tll<' ]>n'ddilJ<'d pni()d of I illW y,tIll\' "IWlIld 1)(' . . \:W lllillute 
t i I1H'O lit is oft (' Il 11>,1,<1 IJ(\S( '<loll r\l<' r< 'suit s ()f 1],-) 1. ",Ii id I S(,('lll:, it p pro priilt (' for w<' bsi 1 ('S 
like olllill(, ST()res Iirn\"('\'(T it llligltl llot 1)1' tl1<' I)('SI \',tlll(' fur ]1('\YS or pllhlic(ltiull 
\\'l'bsil('s s1[cll ilS ll'iki/)(I/ill \\"11<'1"(' I)ll(' tlliglil "I)('lld 1l1<Jl"(' lilll<' \'(',\dillg Ill(' COllt(,llt 
compaled 1 I) ()llliw' slon', 
C]('illlitlg d,ll,l ;tllrl 1l';llIS(Wli()ll" idl'llliljc<lli()1l \)otlt lll(H]ii\' Ill(' ("(ml('HI of wha( 
tlw s(']'wr I()g" mlltilin to Illill\<' it il\"i\ililhl(' f()r millillg. HmwY<T d('!('l'milling wl)('titn 
illlporti\]lt n('c('""(',, \\'('1'<' iln' 11()1 rt'('()rd('d ill llil' nC('I'SS log ie, i\ 1Illw11 lumln prohl('ltl. 
The ]Wlill 1I'i\S()ll f()l tlll' itllSl'llt'(' of 111<'s(' ],(,(,Ol<l" is ('iwhine!" 
(';I<'hill!.!, is Il()l'lllidh' Ih('d ilt <liJi'('l'I'llt 1(,\,(,]:-; ill 111<' di('lll-St'lT<'l' ('0111 I 111Illicat iOB 
lllodull', .\t 111<' ('li('111 1(,1'<'1. Illtht bl'()\\'"('l',, (';tell!' I Iw I;\(('sl jlilg('S \'isi1<'rl ])\' 1 Itl' lIS('J' 
ll11dn 111<' iI"Slllllpti()ll illilt (1)(',,(' pages \\'ill h(, \'i"itcd ilgnill. (';\('ltillg also happells 
Oll the jll'llX\' S('1'\,('I'S ul' Ill(' lSI>. \\'IH'1'<' dill i\ I'I'<111<'st('d fWlll lll11ltipl(' 11:-i<'1'S is stored 
t ('lllpOl'ill'ili', Ca('hille!, 11<'1 jlS ill 1'('( Ill('illg jlile!,(' IOil<iille!, t illlt' Dll t}](' di('lll sir\(\ a11<1 
]'('<I11(,('S til(' tr;dfil' ())I TIl(' S(,],Y('I' side'. S() \\,11<'11 a IN'r 1'('<jlll's\:-, ,\ P;Ie!,I'. 1 he browser 
S('(lJ'('lt {<n' it ill t]w (,;Idl<' fir,s!. if it i.s !l()1 1 \l(']'e t lWll il \"ill 1'('<l11('')t il from 1 he S(,),\'('L 
\\'hich a]:-;() dw('b Ill(' !>l'OX\' S(,I\'('1' fir"t fur (,,\c!l<'d data ])('fOl(' goillg 10 the \\'I'bsit(' 
\\'('h S('1'\,(,l'. A" su('h. ,Ill (',\('}1('<I pit.!.!,I'S r\() !lol s11ll\\' Iljl t)1l til<' m,h S('1'\'('1' log fill'S which 
llw!<'1'('slillli'\«'S tit(' ;wlllid 111l11J!li'l' ()f lb(lt's alld j'(1<jW'Sh lll,\df', 
To oY('rCOllJ(' this prohkm di('llt-sid(' snipT:'; s1l<'h as .Lml Snipt and .LIYil ApplNs 
('ill! ])(' ns('d. ,-;ill('(' th('\' al'l' (,lllh(,dded ill Ihe pClg(' its(,lf \\'1[('11<'\'('\' tlie page is 
il('('('ss('d -('\'('11 ifit is {'(I('h('<\- til<' dittil \\'ill h(' ('ull('('('d. ~\ll()th('l' solutiol1 is to acc('ss 
tll(' proXy ,,('I'\'('1' lugs \i'hidl "ho\,' ('xa('t h' \\'hidl pa,lC,<'s \\'()'(' ('('1<'11('<\ al1d l'<'111J('sted 
agalll. JIo\\'('\'('l'. t hc firsl i\PP]'()i\dl Iw('ds the ('()lllpli;llH'e of the use]'s. and 1 he sccond 
1:2 
l'('qllir<'s a('('I's~ to 111(' PI'());Y S('I'\"I'I'S, .'.!;('IlC'l'nlh' ()\\'IW<! hy tll\' Illt(']'jH't S('l'yj(,(' Pn)\'i(iI>rs 
(ISP). "hidl (',Ill raise lll'\.iol' priy,\("\' lS~I)(,~, 
2.3.2 Pattern Discovery 
()llC(' S('SSi()llS hay(' 1)('('11 id('l1t ifi('d <llId d(',\ll('d, t h(' p<lt t I'l'Il disc()wl'\' pro('('ss nm 
begill, Tlt('l(' ,\1"(' S('\'(,],dllll('rlj()ds rlliit ('ill! 1)(' 1I~('d to dis{'()\'('r iTlt('l'('~lillg patt(,],lls. 
and these lll<'thods ill'(' l'()()ted ill diwl';;(, fidds slldl ;\~ 1);\1;\ :diuillg. Aniiici,tlll1td-
ligellu'. Statistics. \LJ('hiw' L('i\millg. ill!1! Pat lei'll H('c()guitioll, 
Diffr'l'<'nt 1ll1'111()d" It<\\,(, 1)('('11 d('Y<'i()])('d to disc()\'('!' T 11(' j>i1tT('I'11S, SIIClt as (J8,~()r'lll­
fioll I'1I!r 11I/IIIUlj. c!I1,-;.-;I/ir;II!/III!. III/Ii l'ill.-;/I'/'iulj. Ch()()sing ",!ticl! llH'tli()d to IIS(' sllOlIl<1 
t ilk!' illt () cOll~idl'l'a1 i()11 ;\11\ prior kilo\\, kdgl' oi' r hI' \ \ 'I' I) Ua til, Ful' ('xampl!', ill associ-
ati()ll nIl!' Illillillg t 11<' !l()1 i()lI ()f'i\ t 1';1I1S;«'1 iOI1 ill lllmk(·t-I,,\sl,d i\lliih'sis dol';; Ilot 1(\k(, 
illt () ('()JIsi<ie)'ilt inll Iltr' o)'d('l' ()j' it (,Ill;; h('ill,~ S(,I('("1 ('d, Ho\\'(',:(,!,. ill \wh 1IS<1g(' lllilling 
the ordn of P(\g('~, J('<[IW',1 ('d ill til(' s!'ssioll 11l;\Y 1)(' iltlport ;\llt ~iIlC(' il reff('cts h()w the 
I1S<'1' (\Cl11all\ 1'(',\('11<'<1 (\ sj)('cific pilg<' of illT('H'st. \I()l'<'()\'('L prim klJ()\\'j('dg(' about th(' 
date\ milY 11<'lp ill d('ll'l"lllillillg S<!lW' of 11[(' p(\1'iI111<'I('1's like til\' d('i'<:illil tim('out period 
disCllSS('d ('artie!. 
• Statistical Analysis 
D('snipliy(' Sli\lisli('al i\lwh'~is (',g, fn'<jlH'lll'\'. 111('(\11. \'<ll'ii\ll(·(' ... eCc) call he 
pnfortul,d ()ll t Ill' S('~Si()1l fill' \'(\l'i;\ hIes SIlI·1t as pug(' yi('\\'s. yi(''''illg t illW ilnd 
length ()r llil\'i;.u\tiollid p;ll]I;;. Tlj(' ()lltPllt of (\pjlh'ill,~ statistical flll'thods could 
IH' (\<>t('nllilJillg tIl(' ltlust fn'<j1l<'lIT h' a('("('ss('d P;\)!,<'S. i\\'I'1'agl' \'i(',,-ill)!, lilll<' of i\ 
1>dg('. il\'('l'<lg(' kllgt 11 uf llinigilti()ll p;\ths 10 i\ sp('('ific pilg('. ()l' tIl<' lllost ('()lllIllOll 
ill\'idi<l l.'HI. D('spit(, its \;J('k ()f d('pth, 11](' OtltP1l1 of siatisti(';t1 i\l1al~'sis (';111 ()('-
C;)Si()llalh' help ill l'('ul',~i\llilillg m,h (,()Ill<'llt. makillg h<'1t<'r Illi\l'k('ling d('cisiollS 
and ('llhall('illg SYStl'1ll ])('rfonlliuH'(' ;1lld S('('IHin, 
• Sequential Pattern 
S('(!1H'f11 i;tl p<111 ('I'll di:;('I)W!\ 1l11lllllg 1:211 i:; ('(lll('I'r1J('d Iritll Jiudillg illl(']"-:;essi()1l 
!I<111nll:; :;llc!l 111;\\ 11)(' pn':;I'W'(' 1)1' it :;\'( (If i1<'ltlS i:; lilllo\\'('d b\ ;\1111111('1' ilelll 
ill (\ lillW-<lldl'l('d S('I (if sl'~siuIlS, L\("11 ;)(T('~S l'{,("()1'd ill lh(' lug file illcillde:-; 
tl)(' till)(, of ;)('('('ss. ~() 111M II'h('ll Pl'<'P1'O('('~sillg til<' dat;l. tlW:->I' lil11<'St;IIllPS lI'ill 
1)(' ;\\Iac!we! 10 111C'i1' sl'ssiuIlS, I)isl'()I'I'l'illg tIll' SI'(jI]("llial pattel'lls ;lllc)\\,s lhe 
orgallizalioLl tl) pn'di('1 til(' 11:-;('1':-;' llI'xl (lid~, lI'hicll i~ ,ital illfol'llliltioll tu tailor 
;[<1\'('1'1 is('IlH'lIl:-> I () I !Jal sp<'('iJic IIS('1' (II gr()llJl, (hl<' ('Xalllp](' of seqllellt.ial pat I('l'll 
di:;('()\'('n' (illt pilI (,()Idd 1)(' lbnl: 
",;(I'/, (if 11:,(/.';, lI'!trJ !j()II(j/tl ()()(J/,i, II/S() /}()(/(J/tl hU(lt! 1If/1 I il! dlllJS" 
This ('ollid Ill<'illl that I)l('~(' II\'() /)()(Iks il[(' [('litl('d (lil\(, IlI'illg 1II'u pmls of otl(' 
11<1\'<'1), so (lfi'('1'ill,!.!, a (kill for /)otll /)()(Ik:; cOltle! 1)(' \\'(\1'1)1 c()ll~id(Tilli()ll. AtlOllt(,1' 
I'x(ullple ('(jltld 1)(, 10 filJd Iltl' ('I)llllll()]1 clt;1l';lc(('1'i:->lic~ of ;dllls(']'s illterestl'd ill 
"Bookl" ill tIll' p('l'iod ":\l;IY ls1- :\[ilY I'llll", 
• Path Analysis 
P;llh i\llall':;i~ lll('lllods [1()1 ;In' ('()ll('('l'lH'd \\'illl 1'<'lH'<'~('lltillg I1H' \\'I,llsit(' as a 
gnlph, ;\11(1 IIl<'ll dl'l('llilillilig rll(' IlloSt freqll('lltly ,'isit('d P;11l1:;, Th!' TIlost oliyi-
OilS grilph is {J/)laiIJl'd !J\' )'('pr('~I'lJtilJg 11)(' pll\'sic;\l lilY(lllt of 11)(' \\'(,bsil(\ \\'h('1'(, 
the pagl':; <In' I h!' lli )d('~, ;\lld rill' ll\pl'l'li11b a:; din'!'! ('d edge:;, 0111<'1' graphs 
llWY 1'<'1I1'1'S('111 t]J(' ('<1).2,(':; ilS I]J(' llllllll J('l' of 11S('l'~ g()ing l'1'Ot11 (lilt' pagl' 10 illl()lIwr 
()!' Ill(' SillliLuity "wh ;b ill [1:3], Ill' IlSill,l!; :\Iarkcw (,lulins [1,,)], or Ilsing Sl)('cia] 
tri('-like' s1t'llct1lt'('S :->llch il~ thc' \\'~\P-l)'('(' IHl ,\n ('x;\I11pl(' of tlte olltPllt of 
path ;mall'sis c()1l1d \il': 
"/.)/ of dirllf'i willi 111'('('-;811/ till' 1I'1i! .'iitl stll!'tl dfm!!1 thl' JJllI7( (,()lIIfJlIll.IJ 111'1/'.'1 " 
11 
il('('('SS. TI('lW(\ lllilkill,~ S1ln' dlilt it lillk~ 1(; ;dl ()tlw]' pa;.>;('S Illi,~ht 1>(';) ,e;()Oc\ idl'il. 
• Association Rule j\/[ining 
.\s~()ciil1i(Jll nll(' di~c()\('n IFl. 2ll h cOllc('nwd \\'ith findillg Ill<' associati(llls 
;UlIOIl;.', dilL\ itelll~. ,,'][('J'(' riw pn's('II('(' of Olll' itl'lll ill (\ S('SSIOIl illlplies (\\'it h 
i\ c('l'I(\itl d('gn'(' of cOllfid('IW('J thc' PH'SI'llC(' ()f (J1]wr ilellls, III lite "'('I> l'sage 
\iilling cOlltext. Ihis I(,f(,rs to t h(' S('t of pag('~ iHT('Ss('d I ()g('t h!'1' !J,' i\ sill.!.';I\' Ilser. 
\'ot(' 11li\t l::l<'S(' pi\g('S ill'<' !lol lH'c('ssmily 1('1(\1('<1 "ia hYl)('rlillb .. \11 ('xiutlpl(' 
of (\11 ,hs()('ial i011 1'111(' might h(': 
11(;(j/r of i/,';!'!,,, 'I'i/ll (}I'I'lsSIi/ till /11/),1 /)IUI/I'(' /)!lI7!, Il/~() IIrCl's.'cd tlte .'iJ)()!'fs j!l7YI: /I 
This l!l(,,\tlS lhal hOlh Pi\)-'/,S ,\1'(' 1'('\;.1('(1. ('n'll rilOllgit 1h(',' pl'oh(tbl~' ,tr(' 1101 
lillked "iii inpnlillks sillC(' I h('\' ,\1(' ill difrl'l'('llt d('pa1'tJllI'lilS. S(J 1 his indicales 
I Ill' l1('ed I () hit\'(' h"j)('rli11ks ])('1 \\'('1'11 till' I \\'(J pages, 
• Classification 
ClassifiC(\liOll is lile PWC('SS of lll;!ppi11g (\ datil il('lll inl0 011(' of sey('ra] pr('-
ddilll'd <"1as:,('s 1:2:21, III t]l<' "'I,h L'si\ge '\liIling dUlllaiIl. this llll'anS lTeating it 
S('t ()r profil",,; for USi'l"; \\1l() !ti\\'(' simil;!!' Chill'il('«I1'ist ics, Cl'I',ti illg t hI' profiiPs 
1'I'qllil'<'s sl'i('ctiu.C!. 11l(' 1'(';\1 m('s 11)(11 h('st d('S(Ti]JI' 11l(' prop('!'1 ii's ()f it gi\'('1l class 
or ('it II 'gmT, TIH'S(' f( 'i\ r nn'~ could 1)(' d(,lIlographiud iuformation sllch as <lg;('. 
lo('al iolt. S(,X ... ('tc .. ())' t h('y ('onlil 1)(' a('('('s~ palt('l'lls, Classihc;)1 iOll is ;\lso ('all('d 
SUjJC/'ci.'ild Lcuf'flillfj sine(' tll<' class!'s m(' ku()\\' ill (\(1\'(\11('(', .\ll exalllple of a 
da,"sificit1 i()ll r\lll' C( 'Itld 1 J(': 
"/0:/ I!f 1/:';('('-, ,,-I/() PIII'!'!III..;!rlllll III}}) plnll! f' 11/'( iii tIll 18-2.1 (UII .rJroUjJ Ilnd iii'!' 
ill illl' EII,'/ COil,'1 1/ 
This I'nl(' Sllgg!'SIs I !tnt neal jug (\ special oH'('l' for all llsns ])('\\\'('('11 18-:2,J olds 
1,) 
• Clustering 
Clllst(,l"ill,!.!, is tl](' pr,)('('SS (I/'diyidillg (\;11,1 il('IllS iuto gl'OllpS ("t1I(,d dllslns. wlw['(' 
itl! 111(' il ('Ill" ill (11](' ('llIsl<']' i\]'1' !ll()\'(' '\illliLlI,II I () (,,)('h (It ]](']' t !Jail ,lilY 011]('1' 
it(,llls in 111(' ()II](']' ('IIIS1(')'s, Thi . , i""(lllI('tillJ('s ('a]]('(: ('IISl!jJI:ITis(!I IJ(J'I'1lilUj. 
:)lW'(' ll<'il h(,1' t Iw IllllUl)(')' uo), Ill(' ('ilmi\('tnislic:) ilU' kuo\\'u ill ;\(1\'(\11<'(' as ill 
Classifi(';)li()ll, III Ill(' \\'('h l':)ag(' -"lillillg {'Olll!'xl. Ihis IlH'iHlS gl'Ollpin,!.!, il11111<' 
llsns "'itlt SillliLl1' dl<tl'iH't(']'isli('s (it,!.!,!'. sex. iW('('SS pat1('j']]s 1:2. Uj ... ('t(') ill it 
singl(' dusler. Cl11sft'l'ing (',Ill LI('ilit;I1<' til(' d('y<'i()Plll<'lll (llld ('X('('lllioll of fllllll'(' 
ltI,lrk<'ling srt'at(',E,i('s, :-,n('ll itS dYllallliutlh' changillg rll(> ('ont(>nt of ;1 website 
hased (Ill lll!' U:';('l< 1J('IJ,lyi()l" (Ir d(,tllogulphic pmp('1'Ii('s ,IS ill 1,-)1, 
This tlH'sis lb(,S;1 Ill()(]ifi(,d Y('1'siOll ()f il dlbl('l'illg ;tigorilhlll ,',dl('d lIi(,l'al'('hi(';tll'llsu-
1)('I'\'is(>d :\idl<' Clllst(')'illg (ITL\C) al.g()l"ithlll l(il. 10 dis(,()Wl" ('\'ohillg profiles. Ht':\C 
is dis(,llSS(,d ill S(,CI iun :2,1. 
2.3.3 Patterns Analysis 
Aftn dis('()Y('rillg the i11t('1'('Sli11g llS;lg(' paller11s ()ll TIl<' m'h. tlw~' a1'(> allid~'z('d 
\"itb specialized I()ols '0 1)('11el' 1IIId('l'sl(\l1d t!Jelll, 1'1](' ,IlL!l\'sis lools ;\],(';) llliX of 
diff('1'<'lll fidds illcllldill,C', Slali:-,ti('s. gnlplJics. \isnali;;\li()ll awl dillahds(> qlwl'\'iIlg, 
\'isllaliz,ltion (',Ill ()If('l' it SI[('('(':-,S1'1l1 Iw'an 1\) l)('[p pc()pk 1)('( ('1 Illld(,l'stalld alld 
SllH!\' Y,lrio1ls kinds ()r ()1Itpnt. [181 d('w[()p('d tIl<' \\'('1>\'i7 lool for \'isltalizing \\'(,L 
(\('('('SS 1><ll1<'1'11S, TIl<' \\,(,1> is ]'('P1'<'S('l1t('<I ,ts a din'('I('d graph \\'!tne llo(ks ar(' the 
page's ;Iud edges ;\1'(' rllf' hy]wrlillks, The i1('('('SS patt('nlS ar(> llsed to forlllula\(' (\ \\,<'1) 
IG 
parh. alld 1ll<' lI:-,(T or 11](' I (l()1 C;ll[ ,111;1["7:(' ;lllY pori jOll ()f t [)(' \\'(,h :-,it('. awl S('C' 11()\Y 
lIsers ;\1'(' Hlm'illg frO!11 ()Jl(' jlilg(' to 'lIlOllln. 
Ull-lill<' ,\naly\i(';d Pr()('('-,sillg ()L\P) is il p(l\\'('lf1l1 \(11)1 !lull prm'id('s strat('gi(' 
allah'sis. llsillg 111<' d;\1;1 ill d;11 it \\'m<'ll<Jlh('S. fm Ill<' P1ll'jl0:-'(' ,)1' aidillg ill lIl('<'1illg hllsi-
B(,SS ohj(,(,tiy(':-'. \[1l1ri-dilll('11:-,joll;d (lit1<[ j:-, )'(']lI'(':-'('tlt<,r] as;1 d([la ('111)('. awl this allmn; 
t h(' l]('al' iliSl ;llil all('()IIS (lllilh':-,j:-, alld disp\m' of Llrg(' ;l11l(}lIllh of d;u it. .\('('('ss log:-, 
call he S('('ll as ltl1llt i··dilt)(,llSiullitl awl they ,'2,1'<)\\' l'ilpidh' 1)\'('1' 1 illH'. [{('!l(,('. UL\P ('<ill 
b(' applied to 1)('1 t<'1 illlii!\/(, illld lllld('l':-'I,lllIi Ilsa,'.',(' Pilt tems. All ::;qL-lik(' qll('r~'ing 
llH'dliillislll hilS h(,(,1l plCJ}>oser\ f()r \\TR\fT\,En [I ~)]. ilnd it pl'O"id('s ;1 silllplc' wa~' to 
('xtract illfonmlTiull "ho1l1 ass(wiati(Jl1 ml('s. for ('xalllpk the <jlH'IT 
SELECT association-rules(A*B*) 
FROM log 
WHERE date >= 01/01/07 and domain = "com" and support = 2.0 
\\ill ('xt1'<\('\ all it:-,'iociitti(Jlll'1llcs ill til<' ".CUllI" dOlllain. tbnt an' a1'l<'1' .Jan lst 2007. 
han' a SllPPOl'1 of:2 1W1('('III. iUl<1 ('olltaill Ill(' t'HLs .\ awl B. ()thn sophisticated 
pattnll (l!lilh'sis t 001:-, h;I',(' h('('1l Pl'OP()S('(1. :-'11('11 il:-' \II\,T ill [:2Ci]. 
2.4 RUNe 
In~\'c is (l lli{,l'()]'chicid '-(']"Si()ll of llie l'llslIjl('rYis('d \,i('lie CllIsf('rillg (1'\,(') al-
goritlllll. 1',\(' i:-, all ('\'Ollltiollill'\ ap]l]()<Hb to C\lISl(']'illg ]Jmj)()s('d 1)\, \'asr<lo1li alld 
Krisluli\pUl'<llll ill [11].1 hat ('.\.ploil s I hi' s\l1lhiu:-,i:-, 1)('1 \\,{'('ll dllstl'l's resull ing frolll \\'('h 
IIS;lg(' lllillillg dlld g( 'Il<'l ic Iliolugi('al llich('s ill Hill I lH'. l'\, C 11S('S it G(,ll<'ti(' Algoril hm 
(C.\) pCi] to ('Yol\'(' il pO]>llLni()1l of ('ulldidal(' s()l1ltiollS (11S(')' pl'Ofil('s) thro11gh ).',('lJ(')'-
;lri()lls of C(Jlllj)('liti(J11 (lwl )'eprudll(,tiullc.. t'\,(' has p)'m('ll 1(1)(' rohllSt to !lois!' alld 
lllakes HO asslIltlptiullS ailout tIl<' llllllJl)('l' (If dllSt<'l'S. llu\\('\'('l'. r\'c \\'a:-, fOl'lllUialcd 
hased ()ti ,\11 lll<'lid('clll llH'tric SP;)('(' 1'<'pn':-'('lll at iOll uf \ 11<' dal a. 
TahIr 2.1: Log Filr Sample 
IP Address Method/URL/Protocol Status 
[01 Jan ~007:()O:2():O~ -O:,()I)) "C;ET fnvicoJ),jco "10"1 
HTTP LJ"' 
[01 Jan 2007:00:c,(i:r, -O"OO[ "CET rohots.txt lui 
HTTP LO" 
6;),,'d.IAx.J·l() .. (; ET <1X\\' j ldO 1 101 
H I'1'P 1.0" 
65.11.2.37,191 [01J8n2007:01:01:1.-, -0,,00) "CET rjmil- 101 
HTTP 1,[" 
7:1.6.1:31.20] "GET 'industrial 301 
HTTP 1,0" 
7.1.0.1:31.:201 '·<..':ET illdl1~trial :200 
HTTP 1.0" 
"(;ET indl1s- :20(J 
trial 1(>ft2.htm 
HTTP LO" 
Size 
20(i 
2~:3 
202 
:ll I 
k:171 
Agent 
·'\lozill;-I/.i.O (compati-
"rnsnhot / 1.0 ( --·hl,t.p: I ~(·[\lTh. 
l1l~n.('()lll, Insnbot.llt'lllj" 
"m,;;nhot'" l.O ( ->- http:, s(>a,[ch 
.msn.('OH1,' lll~llbot.htlll)" 
").10zi11a 1.0 ('omp<:uihlf';"\[SfE (LO; 
\\'indu\\'~ :\'1' D.l: SVt)"' 
ble:Yrtll()()! DES 
lurp;hn p: i help,~'ahoo.colll/hclp u:; 
,. \I oz i Ila,' j .O( cOIHl'at l 1>le; Y nllllu! DE 
Sltu'p: lit t p: I llfdp.Y(li!oo,c'OlU' [t<'lp 
IlIS/:VS(>hrrh / ;::;1 ttl'p)" 
"0.f ozj lla/ r,,(,( ('OIl) 1)(ltil)l(';)'r1,lloo! 
DESlurp;ht.tp i /help,ynhoo.com 
HC:\C gcncratrs a hirrarchy of clusters ,,-hic:h giYrs more insight into tll(' \Veb 
:\Iining proC('SS, and mahs it lllOfr efficient in terms of spred. Hl":\C does not need 
to know the nnmber of clusters in a<h-ance like in most clustering algorithms (e.g. 
K:\Ieans), can proyidc profiks to match any desired lcn~l of drtaiL and requires no 
analytical deriyatioll of the protot~·pcs. :\101'<'OW1'. HC:\C calculatC's the' similarities 
lwtm'en wrh pages based onl~- on thr user accrss patterns rather than contrnt. 
2.4.1 Preprocessing the web log file to extract user sessions 
The access log file is the raw data used to disc-oyer the user patternsprofilrs. Each 
visit to a ,,"ph pag(~ h~- each user is storrd as a log entry; ()ach log entry consists of 
information about that particular access such as the access time, IP addrrss, CRL 
page. etc. Table 2.1 shows an example of such a file. 
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('llllT t hilt i:-, itll Olltii(']' ()J' d()(,~ll't ('oIlt J'ii1111(, I() til(' Illillill::.', [>]'()('('S:-'. TII('st' ('lltri('s 
illcilldc: l('sll11 ()f i\ll ('HO], (iwii('iltcd In tll(' l'l'l'()]' «(Jde), \'('qlJ('st~ "'ith lIlethod otll<'], 
2.4.2 Assessing Web User Session Sirnilarity 
The sillliimir.\' lIH'ClSlll'(' ill HL\C relics 011 t \YO Sllh-lll('(\SUn's 1:21. Tll(' first lll('aSnl'(' is 
(2.1) 
Thi~ is Ill(' ('()"ilH' silllili\ril~' 1>('1\\'('('11 tl1(· 1 \\'() s(':-,:-,iol1s. Loukillg ill the llominator 
sliows r hi\T til(' :-,illliLll'itl' imT(';t:-,('" ib tll!' llllllliwl' (jf ('()\Il1110i1 l'BLs iIHT(';IS('S. TIl<' 
Hl 
t TiLs \\'il~ ddiu('(l iI~ lul1<m's [:2J: 
,'1', ( i, j \ = 111111 ( (/), l, ' 
, /l1(/,r( I, mUf\ 
(22) 
i r<')l'(':-'Pllh tIlt' kll.L;lJt of this p;ltlI, i(' Slllll 
i:-. df'filH'd In ('()rn·lating all til!' rIlL atrrilllll(':-. <llId 11[('il si lfit ill t \\'() :-.( 'ssions 
(2,:3) 
The' proiJl('lll '''itll lLi~ sillliLlrilY llj('ilSlll(' l~ dWl it lIs('s ~()rl rnL similarit i('s, 
.')''211 = (:2,1) 
= III if I 
20 
(k.l) ( I ):2 (2,G) 
2.4.3 The RUNe Algoritlnn 
..... Ill\' PXJ'('III iOll or l-"C ;\1 <iill('J'('1I1 1('\'('1" oj' til<' lti-
prarchy I () g('1 profi Ii ':-; ;1' diff{'l'l'llt 
I hall til(' pl'o/ih,:-; ;\1 ]('wl i-I. 
In st()p .... J'lltllt1W2, \\,11('11 .... IJllH' pn'dl'hlH'd 1l1l'!'sllldd \';I11/('" an' l'('adwd, Tltn'(' 
J, J/Il.l'lIlIlIlIl 1II1I1IIilI' 0./ /Iil/fi/'lillj /11'1/" I'fllli,!: ,\11 arl'11 lilt'\' ,,;till(, \dtidt d('lwnci:-; 
Oll I Iii' \Pn'] of de1;111 [1('1'<11'<] ill 11)(' pllJJih':-\, 
luillillllllli :-;iI(' ;1I10\\'('d rill' it dll:-;[(·1. ]){'lilll .... l· it 111\\' ('(Inliwdit\, ClH .... l(']'. i.e, dust!']' 
\\'il It "Illidl lll[ltJiH'], of l'ri L", tUi\\' lI()1 1)(' illll'J'(' .... 1 illg. 
T hi:-; 111l('sh()ld \alllt' 1'<'1 )]'(',,('11 t:-; till' lIlilxiUlal 
\,;\fl;ll!I'(' ()r .... (·nlt· uf t Iw pl'lllii(' ,dWll r\('ddill,C:; \\"l)('tlu'l' t() split it ;11 the 1wxl 
k'\'(·1. A lnrp,(' SCi) I" li[('<lJ)S t Iwt t h(· profil(' is 1ll0l'<' diy('l's(', 
hill I, 
Algorithm 1 ] ll'\(' 
INPUT: sessions, Llilun.Y"iAII and IT'pi)1 
OUTPUT:-Distinct User profiles (a profile set of URLs and scale IT,) 
-Partition of the user sessions into clusters (each session is 
assigned to closest profile) 
START HUNC 
Encode binary session vectors; 
Set current resolution Level L = 1; 
Start by applying UNC to entIre data set wi small population size; 
IIThis results in cluster representatIves }~ and corresponding scales IT, 
Repeat recursively until L = I-/)/(II OR all cluster cardinali ties .\/ < '\'1'11/ 
or all scales IT, <,IT'j}/d 
Increment resolution level: L = L + 1; 
For each parent cluster representative I~ found at Level (L-1): 
IF cluster cardinality .\, " .\"1)11/ OR cluster scale IT, > IT'pill THEN 
Reapply UNC on only data records ')~, assigned (i,e, closest) 
to cluster representative !~; 
END HUNC 
2.5 Evolving Profiles 
(/ jJudlcu/1l1' 1111/1' Imilll, TIl<' l<'Sldl ~ or Sll<'h <tppliC(ll i()ll~ mndd l<']>l'C'S('ut OIlh' the 
dOl's ll()t chaul2,(' \'('1"( lilpidh', 
This 11\('si~ is ('()]J('('lJL<'d \\'it It d('\('I(lpiul2, it frilllJ('\\'( III t llitt (,;lpt 1m's t]](' clliUlgiug 
f hrollgh (\ SI'\ 
1 lUll'. 
~\1111011l.!,h i\ 
sl ill I'l'qllil('d lll()( 1('';1 ll](,lll()n' ;llld (\ Illlpill ;11 i()Wd ('():--1:--. 
to 1';H'li t !'nlllill).!: n;:mnp!e il(,(,()l'dillg to ib iip]l('ilr;IIIU' 0\"('1' 1 illl<'. This W('igltl \\'as IIp-
.y> 
.;..J 
gettillg \Y('i)2,hl:-. \\"1'],(' ('lllpIOH'(] (ill IlI(' [('dtll],(' ()("("lIlTI'Il('(' ill lillW, "'bidl rdl('('tr'<I 
the featllre :-.igllifi('ill](,(, (':-.tilll')! l(lll, TIll' ('x])('rill)('llh : ..;i)()\wd ill I lIIJPj'()\'('I1H'lJt III tlj(' 
],('('('11('\' or Ilser":-. pmlik:-. ,Ill! I ill 11)(' l<'('Ollllll('wlal ious, 
[1:21 ]>rupos('d iI frauH'\y()rk I (i d(';ll with Ill(' d\(Ul,L:iu,L~ liilllll(' ()f t 11<' \\'('IJ: it 1'('1>{'(ll-
('(Ih' milled rlw \wl> I(),,,,, (!c\T;\ ill l[(,\\' lill)(, ])('ri()d:-., ;Ill(] Ir;j('k('d hmy tlj(' dis('o\'('l'('d 
pl'ofil('s ('\'oly(,(\. ;llld 111('11 (';It('gmiz('d this (,\'Ollltioll I>;IS('<I Oil pr('<lcfitH'ci (,;It('gori('s: 
IJirth (('OUlpj(,I('I\' 1)(,'" 1]'('11<1:-.). <I('iltil (tr(,lId:-. 1]1<11 lli\'.'(' \"1I1isi]('e!). ilUI\,islll (1]'('II<1s 
llnil disap[l('(I]' j'or;1 \\'ilil(,. II1<'U l'<';IPP('<Il' ;lg;lilli, [)('rsi";I('II<'{' (ll'!'llds Ibill 1'1'()('('111' in 
('OlIS(,(,llli\'(' tillW p(Ti()<!s). ;lIld \'(>l;lIililY (1I'('l1d:-. !lUll go lhrough hirtb lheu death 
th(,11 l'!'-])inh rlll'Ollgh()lIt the till\(' ])('ri()(\:-.I, rr()lij(,:-. \\"1'1'<' ('i\T('gol'iz('d I)\' kr'('pillg all 
hisl()]'i(' pj'()fil('s, aile! tlH'll ('()]llparillg til<' 1)(,\\' pj'()files \':itlt I]l<' (lldl']' (itl(':-., [,wil pro-
file WilS ilssiglwd ;1 :-'l',dl' tbilt l'<'pr<'s('ul:-. 11](' (llllOUUt ()f \;(riaw'<' uj' tIl<' S('SSiOllS arouud 
i\ dll: .. ,tn 1'(,lIt<'1', Thi~, SI';tll' \\'ilS II:-,<'d to dl'I('l'llliu(' dw hOllll<ia1'.\' ;ll'01llld ('<t('b dust I'!'. 
alld I I illS dc,tennill(, if t\\'() pmfi]('s \\'('j(' ('olupatil)](', ,\['t(']' ,I sN (if ll('\\" pl'oliles II;I\,(' 
1)('<'11 diSC'()\'('f('( l. t I]('y ar(' (,(}llljlill'<'d iI.l!,ilillst Ih(' hi:-.t oril' [il\lfill's. all< I hasl'd 011 11[(' 
('olllpiltil)ilit\, ])('I\W('ll rll<' profile", tll!'.\ ,,-ill he' (';1 t I 'g()]'izc '<i , .\lol'<'o\'('L 11:21 elll'i('hed 
tlil' dis('OH'l'l't! lls(') ],'l'()iil!':-. \\'itl! the full()\\'iug fil('('I:-.: S(';ll'cll <11[(']'il'S Sll]'lllitt('d 10 iI 
s('i\l'('il ('llgilH' I)('f()l'!' \'isitilll!, rlJ(' \w], site'. iUqllil'illg ('Olllpillll('S of il](' IIS1TS \yjlO:"W rp 
addj'('ss is lllap]>('d ill Illill \>mtil'II[;U sC'SSiOll. ;Itld til<' TllQ1!il'('d (,()lllPllllil'S "']}() ]1('1\,(' 
been ill<[lli]'('d ilhullt d\ll'iug tIl<' S('SSi()11 ill tli;11 pal'ti(,lilal' profile, Tb('se fa('('ts l!lay 
hI' IIS('<1 1'lll't ]]('1' ill diissif\'illl2, til<' jll'ufik:-.. alld lllil\' \>1'es('lIt pot('ut i;t! ] )llSilll'SS(,S r)(,lll'-
fits, 1I()\\('\,(,L liti:-. ap]>lOilcli did 1101 ;ll'lll;t!h' lIj1dllft tIll' pl'<)[ik:-.: it ,ill:-.l fmcked tlwir 
1'\"O]lltioll tilroll),>jl ditf!'l'l'llt lim!' ]><'l'i()(b. .\I()j'<'()\"(']'. titl' detailed illj'()rJllill iou a],o1lt 
the' profile' <[llalit" "';lS uot Illclillt diui'<!. 
III (,<>lllrilst to [1:21. the fr,lllw\\'l)rk jl!ll[>\lSl·d iu this lh('sis dUl'S updute tIl<' profiles, 
TIlils. onl,i/ disl illCI sl'ssiullS \\'ill Ill1dl'l',l!,O tlll' jlilt 1 I'm dis('()\'('l'\' pm('('ss ill Slil)s('<!lH'ut 
liltl(' [l(,l'i()d . ..,. It is th<'l'({OI'(,;1 IlIO]'(' sC';I]al)I\' ;1ppro;ll'll. ,\bo. (l1!ring the IIP(];lliug .. all 
th(' ('OIlIIllOlI old l-nL~ rtl'P f'lllphiISi!(·d by llj)(L\Tillg tlll'ir J'('h-,\tj('C', whik, llPW l-RLs 
call also 1)(' (\dd('d To til(' pr.l[ile, H('l)(,(', j()()killg ilT 111(' llpdal<'d p)'()fil('~ I hronglJ 
differclil lilll(' periods (all gin' lll()l'(' dC'l(\il('d illfol'lWltioll "llOlll ])(nY Ill!',\' IVI"(' reall," 
(·YCllY<'(1. 
101 ~Illdied I j)(' (>f'ed of ~C'~'ii()ll illld d()(,llllWIlT ~illlilal'il'- Ill('(\~lln'~ Oil til(' lllillillg 
pro('C'~s <llld (Ill ri}(' illl('I'PH'litliOIl ()f riJ(' milled palll'mS ill Ihe harsh lTslri('lioliS 
illlPOS('d In' the' "YOll olll,- get to ~('(' it (Illn'" ('ull:-,triliUl ou ~;Ir('mll datil millillg, TIl!' 
Slu(h' also [Jl'()jJ()s('d a silllilarilY 1 11C'iI:-,ll),(' t hill ('(!lipj(,~ t I)(' adyaill ag('~ of l)ot h Ih(' 
(,OY(,)'(tg<' alld jlj'('('isiull 1l}(,;)Sl1n'~, Th(' sll1(h- applied Ihe ~,t j'('(\lll lllillillg algorilhm 
TEC\'O-STHL\'\IS from 1111 ill thc' ('(lllt('XI of lllillillg ('n)h'illg \\'(,h ('lick-streams, 
The' TEC\,O-STHL\.\IS aigmillllll had 11](' a(h'alllclg('h of sn!laLilin', 1'01>l1S(1I('SS awl 
(\1ltOllli:lti(' s('nle ('stilllalioll, \'("Y datd i~ g('ll<'ult('d ,Is it :-,tl(',1l1L <Iud il is I)l'O('C'ss('d 
ill .illsT a sing](' pilSS. ,ybile it str('alll SYllCJpsi:-, is j('ill'lJ(',1 awl (·y(ilwd. ('onsisling of a 
S(,I of d11S\('l' )'('P1'('S(,111 al in's ,,-ill1 addiTiollal prCJI)('ni('~ sl1('h il~ spalial scalC' and agC'. 
The si!e (Jf t jl(' :-,nlClpsi:-, i~ ('(IlISllaiw'd. :-,() il:-' 1101 to C()lllpris(' too Itl(\ll" clll~ters. (tlld 
pref('I'('ll(,(' i:-, giwll (0 lllon' n'C('llt ilni,'ab ill I he (]ilLI SII'(',I111 ill O(TIll>."illg ,'i~'Ilopsis 
llodes. l~)l also pn'S('llT('d illl iIlllOYClt iw strdl('gT 10 (,\'(l11l<1t(' tIl<' dis('uw)'ed tl'ell<b 
usiug SOlllC' spc'ciitIl1lC'trics. illld it Yisllitlizatiull Ill<'tlwd ThilT shom'd the' hih fol' high 
precision and high ('ow'rag(' ()YN T illle. 
2.6 Scalability 
SCiI]abilin' is c01ln'I'lwd "'ith th(' abilit" of il s~'S('lll or a I))'O('('SS (0 llawlle a 
gruwillg ilUlOllllt ()f mll'k OWl' tilll<'. III ttl<' (01lt('X( of m'b 1l~<I,l!;<' llliuillg. s(,(ll<1bility 
lll<';\llS tll<' ahiliTY t () di:-,(m-('l' or llpdilT(' til(' ll:-,ag(' piltT('nlS of IlS('rS lidSI'd 011 11('W 
illc()millg ,wi) lug:-, 171. SiJlu' ('or :-'()lll<' m,j) :-,i1<'~ :-,\1('11 <1:-, Ya!Jo( .. ('OIII illld \\,ikip('ilia.colll 
t 1](' llSilge il'al\i( i~ ]lllge. lllaking rll!' :-,i!<' (d' log ilks ('Xll<'ll]('h' lmg('. til(' :-'('illilbilily 
of ,1m' ,,,('h IlSilg(' lllillill,g <llg()lithlll is il 11('('('ssi(y for lllilll." H'cLl-"'orld SiUl(tti()ll~. 
Thl' 111lg(' si7(' 1)1' W(,h II"ilg(' (lil1a ])1'('S('llh it r(,(11 clwlll'llg<' to rn'.\c ilwi ollJ('r 
('om'('lll iOll;11 dll"I('rilJ,!..', 1('dJlliqll<'" I)('('illl,,(' 111(',,(' I])('t bods ,"'SlIl]l(' tit,ll ;Ill til(' dala 
(';ill \"('si<l(' ill lll;lill 1ll<'JIlII1T, TIl(' i'rilll1c'\\'mk ]Jl('''(']l\('t/ ill l11i" lhesis halldl('" the' 
,,('abillili!,' iSSI)(' Ill' \\(,L II"ilg(' lllillillg ill illl dficil'ul \1',1\', \\Ij('ll il W'\\' \\'I'll log fill' is 
iiYililal)!t>, it will 1)(' jln'III'()('I',",sl'(1 ;Illd ('OllY('[,II'<I 10 ;1 S(",,,julJ fill', TItI'll tlH' session til(, 
is cOIn par('d aga illst t he ('xi" 1 illg profii (,,,, ;-Hld tlll'S(' prllhl('" an' II pel a I ('d iiC'cortiillgly, 
'1"11(' lIpdat('" art' dOll(' il(ts('d (III h()\\ silllil(\]" th(' S('SSiOll i~; Ilj" bO\l' (\('('1I1"<\(d,' it is 
rqm's('IlI('d 1n' S()IlH' (lllT('llt pwfil(', ,-\f(']" 111<' [JrofiJ(",", ;\1"(' 11]><1<11('(1. ()Ilh' disrim:l 
S('SSiOllS, i,e, s('ssiOlls 1 h,lt arC' llot d(N' C'\]ough to il]]\" ()f 11[(' ('xistillg [Jwfilcs. will 
lIlld('l"go tIl<' palll'rll dis('oY('rY P1"O(,('S", Siller' tI)I' lISI'l"':" ll('h(\yio]' ('b;l11).!,t'S g],i1duallv. 
llIi1('SS tll(' \I'hol(' ('(lIlI('llt of Ill(' \I'P\;sill' b;l.,", dliillg('d, tlj(' distill('t s('ssiolls ,\"ill ()lll~' 
fUI'I1l (I lil1lil('d ]J()]"li()ll (If nil tlJ(' 1](,\\' S('"siOlls, .\s il l'I'slilt, Hl'.\C \\"ill still 1)(, alll(' to 
hmldll' a larg(' 1IIIIlli;('[" (If il[("(llllillg ,,'('II logs dfiti('ntl,', 11('][("(' I)('('omillg s("illilhl(" 
III dIP s('('Il,lriu ,,1[('1"1' (','('11 tll(' log fil(, is too ilig t(J fil ill tll(' IIH'llll)lT t() pro('('SS. 
tIl(' P]"()[Jos('d fl"i\llH'\I'(I]"k ("(Ill split the fill' illto i\ 1l11llti)(,l" ()f hatdl<'s ]Ias(,d Oil pr('-
ddiw'd nit ('l"ia. '1111'11 (>;I('h 11(\tdl ",ill go t hW11!.!,h tll(' [lH'Pl"()('('ssillg phas!', <mil till' 
dis(ill("1 s('"siolls \I'illl)(, a("cl1!lJ1l1itt('d illt\) (111(' fill' for all thl' Latdll's .. \gain, uwl('I" the 
ilSSli III pt iun t ha t rlll' 1 \S(']':-;' I )(,]li\\'iOl cll<lng( 'S gnld lIalh', 11<'\\' profi I('s \l'ill hI' dis('oY('rt'd 
on I:' fW1l1 111('S(' distilll"t S('''SiOIl", 
2.7 S ullllnary 
Cllal)(']" "] illl rodu("(,d rill ()\,(,lTi('\I' of \\,(,11 l1S;lg(' 1111111llg, il" 1l1<,tllUds. s('ps. aud 
i1llplici1tiulls, .'\j:-,o. 11)(' SOlln'('s ()f llSil,!..',(' di\f;\ illld SOlll(' of t 11" iss1!('s l"d(ltC'd to obtaiu-
ing tlll'lll ,\'('1'(' dis(llsS('(i, I'll<' IIl'.\C ;dgOlitlll11, \\'hidl \\'illl)(' 1lSI'd ill tIl(' pr()]}(N'd 
fril111('\I'ork. "'its ,lj:-,O P\"('''('llt('d, Cllilpln"] pn'sf'llt('d th(' llOI,ltiOIl or \I'ph 11S(' profiles. 
alld s('alilhilin' \I'<ls i,ll j"Odl1<'f,d as all i lll}lort aliI ]"('<]1\ iI"<' 11]('111 f()]" ;\11" t('dllliqll(, aillling 
i\l amd"zillg 1'('(\1-\1'01'1<1 \w1) I\sag(' lIlillillg (littil. 
'lei 
~IETII() DC)L()C;\' 
11:21. [mt filil<'d to lltili!I' thi:-. dlilllgl' diu,(,th' t() llldill1<liU ,llld dC'Ydop th(' ('\,ohillg 
profil(':-., 
()Il the ot 1)('j' hiWd. t Jj(' app]'();wh pm[>osl'd ill 1 his 11w:-.i:-, dis('()w}'s the Ilsage pat-
\ rh('ll llpd;\tillg i\ pl'Otill'. 111<' illl (,l'<':-.tillg rHL~ -1 hat m<, ('()llllllOll \wt,,'('('ll t hi~ 
fn'<jm'll('l' ul' 0('(' II IT( 'll('(' O\Tlall), l'llll:--. the II pda t ('d p1'ohk 1'1'11('1'1 s lllon' <i('! aikd 
'r 
-I 
3.1 Overview of the Proposed IVlcthodology 
Tli(' \wh llsag(' lllinillg Pl'O('('SS i~ t1i\diTi()ni\lh~ dOllc ill S('Y<T;tl st cps wit It (Jllly f('w 
Yaria! iOIlS, I'll<' st <'ps C;lll 1)(' Slll1111Jari/l'd h('10\\': 
1. B('trwl'l' Ilu I/.~I(' lIelil'iti(" /lpn,"'lIler! i/,'; /oy Pic, "io!'!'!/ Oil ll'i/I'IITIT8, 
Pnpm('I'"'' tlie 11111 ,fi/r, tl) /I 1/10/'1 IInl/ 1I'II/II'Olit rill/n, 
:~, f)is('{)I'C'( til( 1/"(fYI jillttIT!!.'i /I,-.in(/ II 11"/1 /I.'iIl(I' lilIIIIIUJ I1IY(l1'11I1I1I , 
1. Tnlcl'jil'li 1/11 ril'I'()/'( 1111 jl(]1I1'lfI' I II/ld 1I/111I}/l1i1/1/ 1/''''1 ill( IIi f,JI till 11/1111111/1' jill'f'j)()SI' of 
111111 illY, lil,'I' II /'1,01111111 11111111(111 'il/"I, III}, 
The traditiollil!milili s1!'jh ahon' ltil\~(' 1)('(,ll used To dis('()\'('1' ll:-'i\ge pattel'lls \\~ithill 
Oil(' specific ]H'riod ()f'rim<'. hIlT t IJ('Y ('illi mglJ;\ hi.' 1)(' n'il]lpli('d ])(,l'i()di('alh~ 011 til(' 
i\"('h data to Ity IU ('(\pt111'<' til<' dliWg('S ill lJ(\\~igiltion »<ll1<'1'11S. 1I00\'{'Y('L there ill'<' 
SOllll' CotW('IW'; using I his ilj)i>]'()d('h, 
• n(,ilpph~ing til<' ~tc'ps p('l'i()di(,i\l1\~ ('all (,it ll<'l' hi' p,orf()l'Ill<'d ()Il til<' \yitok historic 
data indwliug t hI' 1I('\\'h~ c()ming logs. or only ()lJ til(' II ('\\' log fill'S, The formn 
approildl \Wab'llS til(' ahility of ]\('\\' llsai2,(' H('lld:-. 1 () hi' dis('owred bi'('(\uS(' their 
\\"('iglit \\()llld 1)(, t()() sl1l<\l1 ('()tll}l,\l'('d to old tl'l'llds ,,'hich mlliid haiT gailled 
stl'<'llglh ()Y<T tim(', TIl!' lal I 1'1' ('()lllpl(,\f'\i' Corg('ls ill! pr<'\~iolls patterns \\~hi('h 
llla\~ ]jO\ 1)(' l'C'as(Jllahl(' or <'ifiei('llt, 
• The S('('()wl iss\j(' is s('alabilit\·. SilH'(' (\ 1lsage data strealll ('all grm\' to he hug!'. 
tlTillg to dis('OHT the ll<'W l)('liayiOl':-- from Ih(' (1('(,1ll1llIlatl'd log Jil('s ('(tch timc 
\yill I'f'l[llin' Si,c(llific;\l\t (OItlPl1tittiul\;\l l'('S()IlI,(,('S, and ('ould ('\~('n hI' impractical 
or impossible for \\'('hsiH'S \\~ir It hllg(' traftje. 
• The changes in the usage hehayiors are not captured in d(~tail. i.e. we do not 
know how users changed in their behayior. EYen though the C'yolution of an 
entire profile might be monitored as in [1:2] and dassifipci. knowing \vhich "CRLs 
hay(' changed or became more interesting was not enabled. 
To o\'('rconw tll(' a1>o\'(1 issues. this thesis adds two additional steps. The' modified 
pattern dis("()wr~- proc('ss is shown in Figure :3.1. and can 1)(' smlUnariz('cL assuming 
that we start with a set of initial (se(ld) profiles milled from initial period. as follu\Ys: 
1. Preprocess the new 7L'cb log data to crtract the CUTTcnt user scssion.'). 
2. Update the pre7!10118 profile.'! blZ.'ml on the similarities with the e;rt'f'{.u~ted 11ser 
8csswns. 
:3. Re-apply clustering to the distinct user sessions (i.e. the ones not used in step 
:2 to IJPdotc the previous pmflles) using the Hicmrchical Unxuperviscd Niche 
Clustering (HUNC) algorithm. 
4. Post-process the distinct (new) pmfilesmined in step 3. 
J. Comkne the updated profiles teith the di8tinci pro.Mes to create the new 8eed 
pmfilc.) fOT futaTe mining. 
G. InteTIJret and evaluate the discovered profiles (and optionally use them for' the 
rnain purpose of m'ining. like in a Tccom.menriation system). 
7. Go back to st.ep 1 
Figure 3.1 shows the pattern disC'owl'Y process in three different time periods: the 
initial time. T1. and T2. The initial period is the first tinl<' the ,yeb logs are mined, 
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Figure 3.1: Proposed Pattern Discovery Process Flowchart 
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and since there are no historic profiles: all the sessions are considered distinct and 
they are all used to generate the first seed of profiles. 
After the initial period, all the steps above are executed OIl subsequent time periods 
TI , T2 , T.3 .. etc. At each time period Ti , the profile seed from the pI'('vious period Ti-I is 
used in the updating process. Then the distinct profiles are created using the distinct 
data from Ti and combined with the updated profiles to create the profile seeds which 
\vill be used as the seed for time period Ti+l. and so on. 
The l"RL file from Ti - I is used in Ti . which means that the list of all URLs is 
augmented each time that new CRLs appear in the new data. The reason for this 
is to keep consistent indexing of all the l'RLs in the website throughout all the time 
periods. 
3.2 Preprocessing the logs 
During pre-processing, the web log files are cleaned by removing all irrelevant 
elements such as images. requests from search agents. and unsuccessful requests. Re-
moving irrelevant accesses is necessary because these elements will affect the accuracy 
of the discovered patterns. and they will add an overhead to the computational and 
memory requirements. 
Access requests for images are considered irrelevant because the images are typi-
cally embedded in a web page, and every time that the \>,'eb page is requested, these 
images are requested automatically. Hence, these images do not represent the user's 
browsing behavior or interests. 
Srarch engines send their web crawlers periodically all over the web to obtain 
information about web sites. and to index this information to be used in searching. 
Hence, a web log file will contain many requests from these web crawlers, and these 
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entries should be removed since they do not represent an actual Human browsing 
behavior. A heuristic for removing these requests is by looking for a set of arbitrary 
keywords like in the ;'.\genC field, such as ;'boe' to recognize these requests, or by 
observing the time difference between subsequent requests. A small time period like 1 
second means that the user did not even view the page, so it is most likel~' a crawler. 
After removing irrelevant entries, the page requests are grouped into units called 
sessions. Each session represents all the pages visited by a particular user within a 
predefined period of time. The sessions are represented as binar~- vector as shown in 
section 2.4.1. 
1'v10reover, a URL index is created that includes all the URLs accessed in the web 
logs. This index is kept through future pattern discon~ries and is always updated to 
reflect new CRLs in the web site. Finally, a matrLx of all l~RL-to-"cRL similarities, 
based on Eq. (2.2), is kept. This matrix is used 'when clustering the sessions. 
3.3 Updating profiles 
During this step, the new usage sessions will be used to update the old profiles, 
and only the distinct sessions will undergo the next step of discovering the new pro-
files/trends. The old profiles contribute to the evoh-ing profiles from the last pattern 
discovery runs. The distinct sessions are the sessions extracted during preprocessing, 
and ,yhich were not used in updating old profiles because they were not found to be 
"similar" enough to allY profile. 
Before explaining how profiles are updated, we describe some important properties 
that describe profiles and sessions. A profile Pi is a vector representation of the cluster 
Xi, ,vhich is a set of user sessions that are more similar to each other than to the 
sessions in other clusters. The profile is represented as ~ = (Pil • .. , PiNJ t where 
~j is the relevance weight of U RL j in cluster i. and is estimated by the conditional 
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probability of accessing U RL j during the sessions assigned to the cluster Xi 
(3.1) 
v _ {(k) X 1 (k) } 
..'\. ij - S E i S j > 0 (3.2) 
IXij 1 is denoted as Nij in the following discussion. The relevance weight determines 
how much a l:RL is significant to a profile. 
A profile Pi has a cardinality Ni which is the number of sessions that are closest to 
the duster Xi , i.e. Ni = IXi I. The cardinality does not necessary reflect th(' number 
of users represented by the profile ~ , since a user can have more than one session 
assigned to the same profile. which lIlf'anS that profile Pi represents the behavior of 
that specific user. The equation above can be re-written as: 
I\T ~ ~ ij p.--
I) - lI.T. 
" \! 
(3.3) 
Profile Pi has a scale measure (JI that determines how much the sessions in cluster 
Xi are dispersed around the cluster representative. The scale measure can be found 
using 
(3.4) 
\Vhere 'Wij is a robust weight that measures how typical a session Ij is in the cluster 
(3.5) 
\vhere d7j is the distance between session Ij and the cluster center for Xi as given by 
Eq,(3.7). 
The scale measure (JI can be seen as a radius of the profile, and the more similar 
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the input sessions are to the profile, the smaller aT- :"Ioreover, based on the robust 
weightlL'ij it is possible to detect outliers which will have small weights, thus offering 
a means of distinguishing between good data and noise. 
The similarity betvi'een a session S and a profile P can be assessed using the Cosine 
Similarity bctv,'cen two sets as follo,,"s: 
5im (P 5) = IP n 51 
COB. : vlPl . 151 (3.6) 
\Vhere IPI is the number of l'RLs in profile P, and lSI is the number of URLs in 
session S. The cosine similarity increases as the profile and the session share more 
common l~RLs, and it is normalized to be in the range [0-1]. 
The similarity between sessions S and profile P is mapped to the dissimilarity or 
distance: 
d~.p = (1 - 5imcos(P 5))2 (3.7) 
Another measure of similarity called Robust \\'eight Similarity, ,,,ill be used in the 
experiments, ·where "'e use the weight of a session defined in Eq.(3.5) with respect 
to the profile and compare it against a threshold value. The advantage of using the 
robust weight would be that the weights are normalized by the scale of each duster; 
hence, they are less sensitive to the threshold, and they also depend on the profile. 
Profiles with smaller scales will be more strict in matching and vice vers for large-scale 
profiles. 
One important issue when finding the similarity between a profile and a session 
is to consider only sign4icant common l'RLs. The FRLs in the profile' are thus first 
compared to a threshold vallIe' P min, and only CRLs that pass this threshold values 
will be considered toward the count of similar CRLs that will be used in finding the 
Cosine Similarity or the Robust \\'eight Similarity. Thresholding l~RLs is necessary to 
filter out the' effe'ct of potential outliers that might divert the profile from its accurate 
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and natural development. However, a too strict thresholding might cause discarding 
important updates to profiles in their infancy. Hence. choosing the right threshold 
value is vital. Cpdating the profiles can be summarized in algorithm 2. 
Update_Profiles compares each session with all the old profiles, using the similar-
ity between the session and each profile. The closest profile is chosen and its similarity 
is compared to a threshold value Sim min and, if it exceeds this threshold value, then 
it will be updated. Otherwise the session will be classified as distinct. 
Only the closest profile is updated in this approach, even though more than one 
profile might be close to the session. This approach is called the hard or crisp updat-
ing, where the session is a member of only one profile. An alternative approach based 
on soft or fuzzy memberships could allow a session to be a member of more than one 
profile. In this case, all profiles that are dose to the session should be updated. There 
is a trade-off depending on which membership to use. A soft membership is expected 
to cause the coverage to increase, since the session will be represented in more than 
one profile. Hmvcver, a higher con'rage will almost always cause a lower precision, 
since the profiles would become more general and thus less detailed or accurate. A 
hard membership represents higher precision and lower coverage. From a business 
perspective, a hard membership means that each user is mapped to exactly one pro-
file, making more detailed information about his behavior available, whereas, a soft 
membership will map each user to more than one profile, making more cross-product 
recommendations possible, at the risk of losing detailed information about the user's 
bellavior. 
In the UpdateProfile procedure, first the cardinality of the profile is incremented 
by one because the profile is accepting an additional session. Second, the URLs in 
the session arE' compared to CRLs in the profile, and if the CRL from the session is 
in the profile, then its wf'ight is incrementrd because this CRL is now found in an 
additional session. If the CRL from the session cloes not exist yet in the profile, then 
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Algorithm 2 C pdate Profiles 
Input: 
Output: 
The set of all new sessions Sa , The seed profiles P(lVij,lVi,a;) 
The set of distinct sessions Sd, The updated profiles seed Pu 
1 Update Profiles (Sa,P) 
2 { 
3 For each session S in Sa 
4 { 
5 Compute Sim(S, PI...) for all current 
6 Find Pk that is closest to S 
7 If Sirn(S, Pk) > Simmin 
8 UpdateProfile(Pi,S) 
9 Else 
10 Add S to Sd 
11 } 
12 } 
13 UpdateProfile (Pi,S) 
14 { 
15 For each U RLjin Pi 
16 { 
then 
17 
18 
19 
20 
If URLj in Session S then 
p.. _ Nii+l 
ZJ - N,+l 
Else 
p.-~ 
ZJ - :'V,+l 
21 } 
22 For each U RLk in S but not in Pi 
23 { 
24 Add U RLj to Pi 
25 Pik = Ni~l 
26 } 
27 Compute d;eu.' = (1 - Sim(Pi , S)? 
28 Update profile variance: 
29 lVi = lVi + 1 
profiles P 
30 Update the End-Date of Pi 
31 } 
to the last date of last access in Sa 
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it should he added, and its weight will be initialized. This weight will be low at the 
beginning because this CRL is only in one session, hmveyer it should increase with 
time if this CRL is interesting. All the CRLs already in the profile, but that do not 
exist in thc' session will maintain their ,veight, but this weight will decrease slightly 
sincp Hw profile cardinality has increased. 
Each profile c:ontains a starting date and ending date, which reflect the period of 
time that this profile con~rs. This is important to keep track of which profile is most 
recent and which one was not recently updated. During the updating process, only 
the ending date is updated to reflect the date of the last access in the web log being 
procpssed. These dates could be used further during maintenancp to identify which 
profiles become obsolete and should lw archiwd. 
Finally, thE' variance of the profile should be updated. As shown in line 28 in 
algorithm 2, the variance is an incremental version of the ratio of sessions' distance to 
the profile divided by the profile cardinalit~-. Since the profile acquired a new session 
now, the new session's distance (d;ew) should he added to the variance. The weight 
of each new session is considered to be 1 (unlike the ,-arianc:e definition in Eq.(3.4)), 
since we are already restricting only wry similar sessions to update the profile (thus 
on tliers are eliminated). 
The complexity of _\lgorithm 2 is 
O(Ns * IFI * 1\{ ax( IU RLlp, IU RLls)) (3.8) 
where Ns is the Humber of new sessions, IFI is the number of profiles, IU RLlp is 
the maximum number of CRLs in a profile, and IU RLls is the maximum number of 
URLs per sessions. 
Furthermore, we exploit the fact that \:\"eb sessions are extremely sparse (typically 
10 CRLs per session) as well as profiles, especially when applying a threshold 011 
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URL significance. Hence: the maximum number of 'CRLs is typically 10. Moreover, 
the number of profiles tends to be small because only strong profiles are mined at 
any period. In the cleaning process discussed later, obsolete profiles can be deleted 
as well. Thus, the number of sessions is what really affects the performance of the 
updating algorithm. However, an important thing to remember is that updating of 
the profiles "vill most likely be done offline, so that it does not add any overhead in 
real-time. 
3.4 Discovering distinct profiles 
After updating old profiles, the new user sessions are analyzed so that new usage 
patterns can be discovered. These ne'.\" trends may represent a potential new inter-
esting market niche, or a radical change in the current market needs and behavior. 
After the old profiles have been updated, only distinct sessions will undergo the 
pattern discovery process. The HU::\C algorithm described in Section 2.4, is used to 
discover the lH:'W patterns. and the output will be denoted as the new profiles. 
The output of the pattern discovery process at period (t) is a set of new clusters 
or profiles that are represented as a set of URLs. Each cluster has a variance measure 
0-; , cardinality measure N i , sum of weights, and a density or fitness. The variance 
0-; is defined in Eq.(3.4), the cardinality is the number of sessions assigned/closest to 
this cluster up to period (t) and is donated as Ni as described in Section 3.3. The 
Density Ii of Profile i is defined as: 
where Wij given b~' Eq.(3.S). 
,\,Si 
I ' - ~j=l U'ij l - 0-2 
I 
(3.9) 
Since the distinct sessions are only part of the original sessions, the HUK C run time 
and resource usage can be reduced, which increases the scalability of this approach. 
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Figure 3.2: Sample Profile 
Profile: 9, Num.URLS: 11, Cardinality: 58 
StartDate: 30/Jan/1998:17:30:33. End Date: 04/Feb/1998:13:37:34 , 
Variance: 0.0857 
{0.98 - /courses.html} 
{O.98 - /coursesl00.html} 
{O.96 - /courses_index.html} 
{O.82 - /} 
{O.74 - /cecs_computer.class} 
{0.34 - /courses300.html} 
{0.20 - /courses200.html} 
{0.17 - /courses_~ebpg.html} 
{O.12 - /-joshi/courses/cecs352} 
{O.10 - /courses400.html} 
{O.10 - /people.html} 
3.5 Post-processing the distinct profiles 
The purpose of post-processing is to formulate the discovered patterns in a way 
that is understandable by humans, and is usable by higher-level applications. 
The post-processing phase is the same as in HC:'\C, and it will be applied only 
on the newly discovered clusters. During the post-processing phase, each URL is 
mapped to the closest cluster. The set of all GRLs in the same cluster constitutes a 
profile. A relevance weight is calculated for each CRL as in Eq.(3.5). and the profile 
variance and cardinality are calculated as well - which are the same as in the cluster. 
A sample profile is shown in the Figure 2.7. This profile contains 11 URLs, 
represents 58 sessions. and reflects the v;eb activity bet,Yeen Jan 14th 1998 and Feb 
4th 1998. :\ote that the profile variance is relatively small (0.0857), which means that 
the URLs are very close to each other. 
3.6 Combining profiles 
In this phase. the updated profiles and the lwwly discovered profiles are combined 
into one set of profiles that ,,-ill serw as the new seed of profiles for the next pattern 
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discovery period. 
Also in this phase~ statistics about the pattern discovery process are collected, 
such as the number of updated profiles, the number of newly discowred profiles, and 
the number of distinct sessions. These statistics help in monitoring the performance 
of the discovery process, and in analyzing the output. For rxample, they can answer 
questions such as: 
"During which period did the browsing behavior change the most?" 
';Did changing the content of the website in period Tl change the 'users' behavior'?" 
3.7 Interpreting the profiles 
The main purpose of web usage mining is to discover interesting information from 
raw data in web access log files, and to utilize this information in meeting some 
business or information organization goals. Thus, after summarizing the browsing 
behavior of users in the form of profiles, these profiles could serve as the input to 
higher-level tools that can analyze the usage patterns and make conclusions that help 
in the decision making process. The analysis tools draw on a mix of different fields 
including statistics, graphics, visualization and database management. Visualization 
can offer a successful mean to help people better understand and study various kinds 
of output. 
The proposed framework generates \'I;ell-formulated profiles that contain informa-
tion and statistics about the profile and its contents. Some of the information is 
descriptive and can be used directly in higher level application. This includes the 
start and end date of the profile which mark the time period that this profile rep-
resents, as well as the list of "CRLs in that profile. Other types of information are 
mathematical, and are necessary to put the profile in perspective with other profiles, 
and each 1JRL in perspective with other "CRLs in the same profile. This information 
includes the profile variance~ profile cardinality, and "CRL weights. These statistics 
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are normally used when trying to decide which profile best represents a spf'cific user, 
and 'which CRLs are the most significant. 
There are also some other pieces of information that are gathered for each pat-
tern discoyery cycle, and used for a higher leyel analysis of the profile evolution and 
interaction. For each cycle. the following statistics are collected: 
1. The number of distinct profiles created in this cycle, which reflects which period 
witnessed the most and least radical changes in user behaviors. 
2. The number of static profiles , which are the profiles that did not get any new 
updates from the preyious cycle. This might signify the presence of out-dated 
profiles (since no Hew session matched them). 
3. The number of distinct sessions. which could be used in evaluating the scalability 
performance of the usage discowry process. 
3.8 Profile Maintenance 
During the updating process, a fe,,\' properties could be changed in the profiles: 
New CRLs might be added. existing CRL weights may change, and profiles variances 
may get updated. Howewr, OWl' time, some of the profiles or the URLs may become 
obsolete and should be omitted for several reasons: 
• Pmfiles are too old and they haye not been updated for a long tinH\ so they do 
not represent interesting and recent usage patterns. 
• URLswere removed from the web site, so keeping the FRLs might have caused 
directing the users to non-existing pages. 
• The URL relevance weight is too low, and it is not improving. This mf'ans that 
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this CRL is not gaining any interest from the users, ,vhich could be because it 
is old, not accessible, or it appeared only once and disappeared. 
• The profile represents only a small number of sessions, 'which is not cost effective 
from a business intelligence perspectin'. 
• A profile i8 becoming too general, as indicated by a very high variance. In this 
case, the profile no longer represents a set of very similar user sessions. Hence 
it is of poor quality. 
The existence of these obsolete profiles and CRLs may' cause the output of the 
pattern discovery to be inaccurate and misleading, and may even result in the dissat-
isfaction of users, in case the profiles are used to compute recommendations (e.g. a 
user might be directed to a non-existing or unrelated page). :\loreover, these obsolete 
profiles add to the overhead in computations during the updating process. 
Profile maintenance should be conducted in order to get rid of all obsolete pro-
files, and to make sure that the profiles are accurate, compact and up to date. The 
maintenance could be done by checking the profiles against some threshold values for 
the profile variance and CRL weight. Given a maximum profile threshold O'max and 
a minimum CRL weight Pmin , Algorithm 3 can be used for maintenance. 
The complexity of the maintenance algorithm is O(IPI * Alax(IURLI Pall))' where 
IPI is the total number of profiles, and !U RLI is the number of CRLs in a profile. 
Both these values are relatively low. Besides the profile maintenance algorithm can 
be executed offline, so that maintenance does not add an overhead to computations. 
One important thing to notice about maintaining profiles is that the CRL weights 
are compared against the threshold value before comparing the profile variance against 
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Algorithm 3 Profiles ~\Iaintenanee 
1 Prof iles Maintenance (Pall) 
2 { 
3 For each profile Pi in Pall 
4 { 
5 For each U RLj in Pi 
6 { 
7 If Pi) < Pmin Then 
8 remove U RL j 
9 } 
10 Update O"i 
11 If O"i > O"max Then 
12 archive Pi 
13 } 
14 } 
the threshold. This is important since deleting CRLs ,,·ill change the variance. Hence. 
after these deletions. the profile could become more interesting. 
Algorithm 3 is pretty straightforward. Howewr some important issues need to be 
addressed. The first issue is what threshold ,'alne to use; whilt> the second issue is 
deciding when to run the profile maintenance algorithm. 
Choosing the right threshold value is usually done by trial and error, and is 
domain-dependent. The profile variance represents how much a profile is dispersed, 
i.e. how different the covered sessions are from this profile. The variance value is in 
the range [0-1]. so a high variance might mean that this profile covers a wider set of 
sessions, P.g. the profile contains accesses to L'RLs from different departments in an 
on-line store. A high \'arianc~e is not desirable since it might be a result of a diYersion 
of sessions from the original profile seed during updates, or it could signify that this 
profile represents two clusters. and hence it should be split in 2 profiles. On the other 
hand, a lower variance means that this profile contains sessions that are very similar 
to the profile. This is more desirable since it means that the profile is from a very 
compact cluster I group of users that truly represent a homogeneous interest. 
Hence, choosing a threshold depends on the high-level application that will uti-
lize the profiles; a ne,,'s website might prefer more detailed profiles (so the variancp 
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threshold would he low). On the other hand, an on-line store might occasionally pre-
fer more general profiles for more cross-products recommendation bet,veen different 
departments (so the profile variance threshold yalue would be higher). 
Another ohseryation is that profiles are archiYed and not deleted. This means that 
those profiles that become inactiYe (no more sessions are similar to them) can still 
be useful when conducting some analysis on the profiles evolution over a longer time, 
and could be compared with active profiles to identify any similarities that might 
indicate a behavior group that was lost for a while and then came back. 
The l~RL weight represents how much that l~RL is significant in the profile. The 
weight yalue is in the range [0-1]; a higher weight means that it is more significant, 
i.e. more sessions accessed this CRL. Again, choosing a right threshold value is a 
domain-dependent task, so if the recommendations are required to be compact and 
accurate like in recommending a hook. then choosing a high threshold is desirable. 
A more complex issue is dec.iding when to run the maintenance algorithm. During 
the process of updating profiles in section 3.3. some new URLs will be added to 
the existing profiles. and their weight ,,,ill be set to a small value }Vi~l' hence, the 
maintenance algorithm would most likely remoye these newly added URLs. 
Moreover. in the process of discm'ering new profiles in Section 3.4 completely new 
profiles are created~ and their yariance might not be desirable, which might caust> 
the maintenance algorithm to remove these ne~wly created profiles. However, in both 
scenarios above, the l1('wly added "CRLs might gain more weight over time so they 
would become interesting, and the newly created profiles might change their variance 
to a desirable value given time. Therefore. the timing of maintenance is crucial since 
it might cause the loss of an interesting and premature profile or CRL. 
As in choosing the threshold values. choosing the right tinw to run the maintpuance 
algorithm is not trivial. A~ heuristic rule is to run it periodically with enough time in 
between, so that the profiles and CRLs will have enough time to develop and stabilize. 
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Even in the scenario \"here a liRL is created just beforf the maintenance time, and 
even if it was deleted, then, if it was really interesting, it will be added again and 
might gain weight in the next cycle. 
Choosing the right time period is domain-dependent. A news website would prob-
ably perform the mining on a daily or even hourly basis sincc ncw URLs are added 
every hour. On the other hand, an on-line stort' would probably run its maintenance 
every month, with new events (e.g. introducing nt'w products), or when marketing 
campaigns are started. 
3.9 Summary 
The proposed methodology, for mining and tracking evolving user profiles, was 
presented in Chapter 3. The main steps of tracking eYolying users' behavior were 
discussed. These are: preprocessing new usage data, updating current profiles based 
on the new usage data, discovering usage profiles only from distinct usage data: 
post-processing the newly discovered profiles, combining updated and discovered pro-
files, and interpreting and evaluating the final profiles output. Ivloreover, Chapter 3, 
proposed a maintenance algorithm that is necessary to keep the discovered profiles 
accurate, compact, and up to date. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIl'vlENTS 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, it ,vas used to discover 
the usage patterns from real web sites. Two "Web sites were used: Cniversity of Mis-
souri's CECS department's ",eb site, and Cniversity of Louisville's library website 
(library.louisville.edu). For each web site, a set of evolving usage profiles were ex-
tracted, and their quality was emluated using a set of metrics. This chapter starts 
by defining these evaluation metrics in Section 4.1, then discusses the different pa-
rameters that will be used and their configurations in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 will 
discuss the experimental configurations. The results for each web site are presented 
in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. 
4.1 Evaluation Metrics 
The output of the knowledge discovery process is a set of profiles, each of which is a 
set of CRLs with additional metrics. Some of these profiles can be evaluated manually, 
by visiting its CRLs and trying to determine whether these links are related or might 
represent a plausible usage trend. However, this evaluation can be subjective since 
what makes one user go from one page to another might be different from other users. 
Besides, it can be hard or cyen outdated to ,-isit each "CRL for large profiles especially 
once CRLs change location and content. 
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T~lble 4.1: Evaluation ~Ietrics Summary (t = time period index) 
Evaluation Metric I Notation I Desired Value I Range I 
Profile Variance (52 2 Low [0-1] 
Profile Cardinality Vt • 2 High [l- Ns] 
).,Iatching Sessions - High [l-Ns] 
Profiles Count - High [l- Ns] 
Profiles Pair-wise Similarity Simcos(~, Pj ) Low 10-IJ 
Profile Density Dt 2 High [1-00] 
Also, it is not enough that the profile "descriptions" are plausible, since an addi-
tional criterion is that the profiles form good "clusters". A good clustering result is 
one, ,vhere data in the same cluster are wry similar, 'while being dissimilar from data 
in other clusters. Another way to express this is that the clusters (or profiles) should 
be compact and separated. Thus, a more reliable and accurate method is to use a 
set of objective evaluation metrics to assess the quality of profiles. Table 4.1 lists the 
evaluation metrics and their expected ranges to be described in the next sections in 
detail (Ns is the number of sessions in the data). 
4.1.1 Profile Variance 
The profile or cluster variance (sigma) was defined in Eq. (3.4), and reflects how 
much the sessions in that cluster are dispersed. The profile variance is normalized 
in the range 10-1], and its value approaches 1 as the sessions in the corresponding 
cluster get further from each other (i.c. are less similar to each other). Hence, a 
lower profile variance is desirable, because it means that the sessions are closer to 
each other. i.e. the usage patterns for these sessions are similar. and this in turns 
attests to the quality of this profile. 
The profile variance is proportionally related to the dissimilarity (difference) be-
tween the session and a profile .. -\s the dissimilarity increases (i.e. sessions gets further 
from the duster's core), the variance \vill increase. The dissimilarity was defined in 
Eq.(3.7). The cosine similarity can be redefined using the dissimilarity as: 
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Figu!e 4.1: Co~i_ne Simil9-rity vs. P~file Varia!.l~e 
Similarityv5 Variance 
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SimCos = 1 - Vd 
or it can be written in terms of the profile variance: 
SimCos = 1 - .J(i 
(4. 1) 
(4.2) 
Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between the profile variance and the cosine 
similarity. A low variance will result in high similarity between the session and the 
profile, hence higher quality. For example, a profile variance value of less than 0.1 
will result in a cosine similarity close to 0.7, which translates to the fact that the 
profile and the session share almost 70% of their content , which indicates a pretty 
good quality. A higher profile variance value like 0.5 will translate to only 30% of 
similarity between the profile and the session, which indicates lower quality. 
4.1.2 Profile Cardinality 
The profile cardinality is the number of sessions assigned to the corresponding 
cluster. A higher cardinality means that this profile is more popular and interesting. 
However a higher cardinality profile might also be a result of the "default" cluster 
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that captures all the "noise" in the data, which are sessions that are too different to 
form any strong and consistent usage patterns. ·When sessions are assigned to clusters 
based on similarity, many of these sessions end up with 0 similarity to all clusters 
(i.e. non-matching sessions), and end up lumped to the last cluster by default. As 
a result, this big cluster also ends up with a very high variance. The fewer "good" 
clusters that are discovered, the more non-matching sessions will fit this category and 
the higher the cardinality of this cluster. The cardinality will further be normalized 
to a percentage of the sum of all profile cardinalities, and will be used as a heuristic 
when comparing profiles variances, because comparing profile variances with close 
cardinality makes more sense. 
When the profile gets updated, its cardinality is increased to reflect the number of 
new sessions that matched the profile, as shown in Algorithm 2. Hence, the cardinality 
of a profile at any given time is the sum of sessions that the profile acquired up to 
and including that time period. The cardinality Nf of a profile Pi at time period t 
can be written as follows 
t 
Nit = L:n{ (4.3) 
j=l 
where n{ is the number of sessions identified to be close to the profile i at time j. 
Furthermore, for evaluation purposes, the accumulated cardinality is normalized by 
the sum of all profile cardinalities at time period t. Thus, it can be defined as follows: 
( Tt) Nf Iv i norm = ,",!PI t 
L.Jj=l N j 
(4.4) 
where IFI is the total number of profiles. 
4.1.3 The matching vs. distinct seSSIons 
Capturing the changes in usage behavior is done by first updating the existing 
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profiles based on the matching sessions from the new logs, and then discovering the 
patterns from only the new (distinct) usage sessions. The matching sessions refer to 
the sessions that matched an existing profile and are used to update the properties 
of that profile, while the distinct sessions are the ones that are not close enough to 
any of the existing profiles, and therefore they are used to extract new profiles. 
The percentage of matching sessions will represent how restrictive the discovery 
process was. A high matching percentage (low distinct percentage) might indicate 
that sessions that are not very similar were used to update the profiles, which can lower 
the quality of these profiles. However, this is not the case all the time, because a very 
high quality profile might also match a large number of very similar sessions simply 
because of the distribution of sessions. Moreover, a larger number of matching sessions 
affects the performance of the pattern discovery algorithm, since only a smaller part 
of the original log file will undergo the re-discovery process. This is one of the major 
advantages of the proposed framework over the traditional discovery process of all 
logs at once. 
4.1.4 Number of profiles 
After each discovery process, some profiles are created and some are updated. 
Tracking these numbers can give an insight about which time periods have witnessed 
changes in usage behavior, and what were the trends. Three types of profiles are 
defined: 
1. Discovered: a profile that is completely new, and was generated from the "dis-
tinct" sessions during the current batch or period. 
2. Static: a profile that has already existed from the last time period, but was not 
updated by any new sessions in the current period. 
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3. Updated: a profile that has already existed but was updated by the new "match-
ing" sessions in the new period. 
Tracking the number of profiles and their types over the evolution periods can 
reflect the overall usage trends of the users. A high number of discovered profiles may 
indicate that the usage patterns have drastically changed from previous times, which 
for example, would trigger the business need to capture these changes and develop 
marketing strategies to satisfy this new market. 
A large number of static profiles might indicate that there was little change in 
the usage patterns, or that these profiles are becoming obsolete and no longer reflect 
the current activity. A large number of updated profiles is a good indication that the 
profiles are of good quality, since many sessions are still matching them. 
However, making conclusions based only on the profile numbers and their types 
may be inaccurate, since the number of profiles and their types depend on the pa-
rameters used like the similarity threshold value. For example, a high threshold value 
would result in a larger number of discovered profiles and fewer updated profiles; 
whereas a lower value would increase the number of updated profiles. 
4.1.5 Profile Pair-wise Similarity 
A strong evaluation of the profile quality is to compare each profile with all other 
profiles, and determine if they are similar or not. A large number of very similar 
profiles indicates a poor clustering result, so our aim is a smaller number of similar 
profiles. The Binary Cosine Similarity defined in Eq.(3.6) will be used for comparing 
two profiles instead of a profile and a session. The similarity will be mapped to the 
dissimilarity measure defined in Eq.(3.7). 
Since most profiles are not completely different from each other (they can share 
some URLs), a threshold value will be used to count the number of profiles that are 
too similar to each other. The value of 0.01 will be used as the threshold value, i.e. 
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if the difference between two profiles is less than 0.01 then the profiles are considered 
similar. The value of 0.01 in the difference means a similarity of 0.9 between profiles 
as given in Eq.(4.1). 
4.1.6 Profile Density 
The profile density is another quality metric for describing profiles, that was de-
fined in Section 3.4 as the sum of session weights divided by the profile variance. 
The weight of each session is now considered to be 1 (unlike the variance definition 
in Eq.(3.4)), since we are already restricting only very similar sessions to update the 
profile (thus outliers are eliminated). Hence, the profile density (DD at time period 
t can be defined as follows: 
(4.5) 
where Nt is the profile cardinality (i.e. the number of sessions that are assigned 
to or have updated this profile) up to time period (t). 
The profile quality generally increases as its variance decreases, as discussed in 
Section 4.1.1, and a higher cardinality is also desirable as discussed in Section 4.1.2. 
Hence, the profile density Df combines two quality metrics, and since it increases 
when cardinality is high and variance is low, then a high value for the density is 
desirable and indicates a high quality profile with high compactness (low variance) 
and more importance (high cardinality). 
The advantage of using the density metric is that it considers t\VO important 
quality metrics in combination. Using only the profile variance (7; , alone, to judge 
the profile quality is not sufficient, since a profile with very few similar sessions might 
have low variance, but that is not necessarily desirable if profiles are to represent mass 
user patterns. :"'Ioreover, using only the cardinality (Nf) is not accurate, because a 
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large cardinality might be a result of the "default" cluster which acquires all non-
matching sessions regardless of their homogeneity. 
4.2 Parameter configuration 
The pattern discovery process depends on a number of parameters that affect the 
usage profiles and their quality. Varying the number and values of these parameters 
would help in determining the best configuration to be used, and help point out 
the weaknesses and strengths of the proposed framework. Only the most important 
parameters will be discussed in this thesis. Other parameters could be studied in the 
future. 
4.2.1 Method of discovery 
The first method of discovery is denoted as the" Evolution" mode, where different 
batches of data are processed and profile evolution is tracked through these periods. 
The second method is denoted as" Traditional" pattern discovery mode, which accepts 
all the web logs at once, and tries to discover the profiles in one shot. Therefore to 
emphasize the importance and scalability of the evolution mode discovery, the profiles 
discovered through "evolution" should be compared against traditionall-shot profiles. 
The profiles discovered in the traditional mode are expected to be of higher quality, 
since all log data are mined in one shot. Hence, each session will be compared to each 
other session during all time periods, and based on these similarities the profiles 
will be created. However, in the evolutionary mode, the session is only compared to 
all sessions in a single time period. The latter approach is more realistic since real 
website log data comes in batches with time (like data streams), and there is no way 
to know what the new logs would be. 
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4.2.2 Method of matching profiles 
This parameter determines which similarity measure is used when comparing a 
new session to existing profiles, and deciding whether this session is close enough to 
this profile. The two methods that will be used are the Binary Cosine Similarity 
defined in Eq.(3.4), and the Robust Weight Similarity which is defined in Eq.(3.5). 
The Binary Cosine Similarity depends primarily on the number of common URLs 
between the profile and the session, whereas the Robust Weight Similarity goes further 
by being more sensitive to the profile's variance as well. A profile with lower variance 
(typically indicating high quality) is more restrictive in matching, so as to maintain 
its quality. 
4.2.3 Similarity threshold 
For both methods of finding the similarity between a profile and new sessions, a 
threshold value (Simmin ), is used to control the strength of matching and thus the 
quality of resulting profiles. If the session is similar enough to a profile, i.e. the 
similarity is more than the threshold, then it will be used to update the profile (i.e. 
if Sim(Sj, Pi) > Simmin then update Pi). 
Choosing the right threshold value (Simmin ) can be done by trial and error. A 
higher threshold value leads to more restrictive and higher quality profiles. However, 
if it is too high, then too many "similar" sessions will fail to match existing profiles 
and will be forced to contribute to the re-discovery of new profiles. This in turn would 
lead to "duplicate" or redundant profiles that keep getting re-discovered. Choosing 
the threshold value is also domain-dependent. For example, an on-line encyclopedia 
might prefer more accurate and restrictive profiles than an on-line store, since an 
encyclopedia aims to direct users to accurate and specialized sources of information, 
while the on-line store would prefer the users to browse through more products even 
though they may be less similar to the initial product that the user was looking at 
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(in hope of cross-selling). 
For the Binary Cosine Similarity, two values are chosen: an average threshold of 
0.3 and a more restrictive value of 0.5. For the Robust Weight Similarity, two values 
are also chosen: an average value of 0.3 and a more restrictive value of 0.6. These 
values were chosen based on some trial an error and historical results. 
4.2.4 URL weight threshold 
A URL significance weight threshold is used in two phases of the discovery process 
to make sure that only significant VRLs are taken into account when comparing 
profiles. The first phase is in the post-processing phase in HUNC discussed in Section 
3.5, where profiles are generated from the clusters discovered during the pattern 
discovery process in Section 3.4. The threshold value is applied to make sure that 
only URLs that are significant enough in the cluster are selected in the final profiles. 
This is needed to filter out any weak URLs which might risk affecting the profile 
description. 
The second phase where the URL significance weight is used, is in the profile 
updating algorithm (Algorithm 2), where only significant URLs in the profile are 
compared to the current sessions to calculate the Binary Cosine Similarity or the 
Robust \Veight Similarity. This is also necessary to make sure that an accurate and 
reliable update is done on profiles. Despite thresholding URLs when creating profiles, 
weak URLs might still find their way into the profile if they were part of a lengthy 
session with many URLs, that is used to update the profile. 
However, the use of a URL weight threshold may introduce a critical trade-off, 
because on the one hand, the threshold will help prevent infrequent URLs from af-
fecting the updating of profiles, but on the other hand, it risks discarding important 
updates to the profiles in their premature stage (i.e. while still weak). This is be-
cause URLs may start with low weight, particularly relative to the rest of the well 
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established "CRLs in the profile, and then might gain more weight over time, however 
using thresholding risks discarding them in the early steps. 
As for the previous threshold values, choosing the right value is domain-dependent 
and can be done based on trial and error. Two URL weight threshold values are used 
in our experiments: an average value of 0.04 and a more restrictive value of 0.1 . 
4.3 Experimental Configuration 
The four parameters controlling the discovery of the usage patterns are shown in 
Table 4.2 with their different values. For the lJRL significance weight threshold, the 
term URL TH will be used, for the Binary Cosine Similarity threshold, the term 
CosSim TH is used, and for the Robust \Veight Similarity threshold, the term 
Rob WT TH is used. Each parameter configuration will generate an experiment 
and its resulting evaluation metrics. 
Table 4.2: Experimental Configuration 
Method I Matching Criteria I URL TH I CosSim TH I Rob WT TH I 
Evolution Binary Cosine 0.04 0.3 -
0.04 0.5 -
0.1 0.3 -
0.1 0.5 -
Robust 'Weight 0.04 - 0.3 
0.04 - 0.6 
0.1 - 0.3 
0.1 - 0.6 
Traditional - - - -
The HUNC algorithm is used to discover the profiles from distinct sessions. Table 
4.3 shows all the HU")JC parameters and their values. Changing the values of these 
parameters might affect the resulting profiles quality. But they were chosen based 
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Table 4.3: HUNC Parameters 
Parameter Definition 
Min. Card. The smallest allowable size of a cluster 
11in. Card. to Split If cardinality of a cluster is less than this, it will not be split 
VaT. Threshold to Split If cluster's varia,nee is less than t.his. it will not be split 
Var. Factor Factor of variance used as threshold for within niche distance in mating restriction 
:r...1in. Fitness Crossover Threshold to identify valid individuals when restricting mating of good individuals from different niches 
Max. Num. of Levels ~raximum number of levels of hierarchical dustering 
Population Size The initial population size used in the genetic algorithm 
Crossover Probability The probability of performing crossover (per pair of individuals) 
l'vlutation Probability The probabilit.y of any bit. of a chromosome being mutated 
on previous experiments on many website logs. Since this thesis aims to study the 
changing usage behavior over the web, and not the performance of HUNC, these 
parameter values will be the default values for all experiments. 
4.4 Experiment 1: University of Missouri 
4.4.1 The Dataset 
This log data was collected from the CECS Department's website of the University 
of Missouri during a two-week period, from January 22nd 1998 until February 4th 
1998. There were 32,770 access requests done during that period, grouped into 1704 
sessions. To track the usage changes, the logs were divided into four batches: 
• Thursday, Jan 22nd - Sunday, Jan 25th: 7,015 access requests (21.41%), 326 
sessions (19.13%) 
• Monday, Jan 26th - Friday, Jan30: 15,126 access requests (46.16%), 746 ses-
sions (43.78%) 
Value 
20 
30 
0.1 
0.5 
1000 
8 
20 
0.9 
0.000005 
• Saturday, Jan31-Sunday, Febl: 2,972 access requests (9.1 %), 197 sessions (11.56%) 
• Monday, Feb 2nd - Wednesday, Feb 4th 
sessions (25.53%) 
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7,657 access requests (23.33%), 435 
The data was cleaned during the preprocessing phase as described in Section 2.4.1. 
Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of "bad access" and "good access ll requests. Bad 
access requests include irrelevant and noise requests from search engines requests and 
requests that resulted in an erroneous status code. Good access requests are the 
remaining non-error generating requests. 
Figure 4.2, shows the importance of the cleaning steps in the preprocessing phase, 
because all these bad requests would have adversely affected the profile discovery. 
Typically graphics requests may amount to 3-4 graphics per page or more (e.g. back-
ground picture, top banners, etc), that is why they end up being the majority of 
requests. 
~)~ure 4.2: Missouri: Access Request~ 
Access Requests 
~ -_._-----_ ..... _---
Table 4.4 shows the list of all profiles (after processing the last batch (Feb2-Feb4)) 
that resulted from mining this dataset. These profiles are the result of using Robust 
Weight Similarity with threshold value of 0.6, and URL threshold value of 0.1. The 
second column shows the total number of URLs in each profile, however for illustration 
purposes, only URLs with weight greater than 0.1 are shown. URLs were sorted in a 
descending order by the URL significance weight. 
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Table 4.4: Missouri: Final Profiles for RobWT (0.6) and URL TH(O.l) 
Profile Url# Card Variance Content 
0 22 63 0.1542 /courses_index.html, /coursesl00.html, /courses.html, /, /cecs_computer.class, /courses200.html, /courses300.html, 
/courses webpg.html, /degrees.html, 
0.230874 /cecs_computer.class, /people_index.html, /people.html, /faculty.html, /degrees.html, /grad_people.html, /staff.html, 1 29 68 /degrees-l:rad.html, 
0.268294 /-shi/cecs345, /-shi, /, /people.html, /people_index.html, /faculty.html, /-shi/cecs345/Lectures/04.html, /cecs_computer.class 2 40 46 /-shi/cecs345/Projects/l.html, 
0.592878 /-c697168/cecs227/left.html, /-c697168/cecs227, /-c697168/ cecs227 /head.htm I, /-c697168/ cecs22 7/ mai n.html, 3 231 223 /-c697168/cecs227/handouts.html, 
0.116559 /courses.html, /courses_index.html, /coursesl00.html, /, /cecs_computer.class, /people.html, /peoplejndex.html, 4 22 57 /faculty.html, /general,html, /index.html, 
5 19 68 0.165445 /coursesjndex.html, /coursesl00.html, /courses.html, /, /cecs_computer.class, /courses300.html, /courses200.html, /courses_webpg.html, /courses400.html, 
0.193953 /people_index.html, /people.html, /faculty.html, /, /cecs_computer.class, /grad_people.html, /staff.html, 6 28 52 /undergrad_people.html, /research.html, 
7 9 78 0.115836 /, /cecs_computer.class, /research.html, /-searc, /degrees.html, /general,html, /generaUndex.html, /facts.html, 
0.079423 /-joshi/courses/cecs35, /-joshi/courses/cecs352/slides-index.html, /-joshi, /-joshi/courses/cecs352/environment.html, 8 13 88 /-joshi/courses/cecs352/outline.html, 
0.110454 /-joshi, /-joshi/sciag, /-joshi/research.html, /-joshi/sciag/logo.html, /-joshi/sciag/intro.html, /-joshi/resch/papers.htm.l, 9 10 38 /-joshi/dbrowse, 
0.325243 /faculty/springer.html, /peoplejndex.html, /faculty.html, /people.html, /faculty/kelier.html, /faculty/chen.html, 10 53 36 /faculty/plummer.html, /faculty/palani.html, 
0.1091 /-shi/cecs345, /-shi/cecs345/java3xamples, /-shi/cecs345/Lectures/06.html, /-shi/cecs345/Lectures/07.html, 11 12 53 /-shi/cecs345/Lectures/05.html, 
12 3 49 0.016306 /-yshang/CECS341.html, /-yshang/W98CECS345, /-yshang, 
0.0902 /-saab/cecs333, /-saab/cecs333/private, /-saab/cecs333/private/lecture_programs, 13 19 44 -saab/cecs333/private/textbook_programs, /-saab/cecs333/final.html, 
0.051113 /-c697168/cecs227, /-c697168/cecs227/ main. html, /-c697168/ cecs227 /Ieft.htm I, /-c697168/cecs227/head. htm I, 14 17 48 /-c697168/cecs227/labs/main.html, 
15 4 28 0.0218 /-manager/LAB/motif.html, /-manager/LAB/tin.html, 
16 6 82 0.556638 /access, /access/details.html, 
17 24 49 0.143885 /-saab/cecs333/private, /-saab/cecs333, /-saab/cecs333/private/assignments, /-saab/cecs333/private/lecture_programs, 
0.2141 /cecs_computer.class, /courses.html, /coursesl00.html, /courses_index.html, /degrees.html, /degrees_undergrad.html, 18 17 61 /degrees_index.html, /bsce.html, 
19 30 110 0.708612 /-joshi/courses/cecs352, /-c697168/cecs227, 
0.242 /-joshi/courses/cecs352, /-joshi, /-joshi/courses/cecs352/proj/overview.html, /-joshi/courses/cecs352/proj, 20 8 56 /-joshi/courses/cecs352/slides-index.html, /-joshi/courses/cecs352/outline.html, 
/-shi/cecs345, /-shi/cecs345/java_examples, /-shi/cecs345/references.html, /-shi/cecs345/Lectures/07.html, /-shi, 
21 9 57 0.1266 /-shi/cecs345/Lectures/09.html, 
22 8 250 0.8325 /, /cecs_computer.class, /-saab/cecs333/private, /-saab/cecs333, /-saab/cecs333/private/assignments, /courses.html, /courses_index.html, /coursesl00.html, 
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4.4.2 Profile Variances 
To study how the profiles variances change over time, and hence how their quality 
changes, the variance for each profile in each time period was plotted against time, in 
Fig.4.3 when using Binary Cosine Similarity to match profiles with sessions. A plot 
for each different configuration is used. The profile numbers in the legend are ordered 
(in a descending order) based on their cardinality percentage (i.e. the cardinality of 
the profile divided by the total cardinalities of all profiles at the last batch). 
A low profile variance is desirable since it means that its assigned sessions are 
closer to the profile. Hence, if the profile variance decreases over time, then this 
profile can be considered to be improving and gaining quality. Fig.4.3(a) shows that 
profiles are generally decreasing in variance over time, especially the ones with higher 
cardinality (such as profiles 11, 15, and 3). This means that as these profiles capture 
more sessions, and they improve in quality over time. Profile number 19 seems to have 
high variance and high cardinality which is not desirable, however it was discovered 
only at the last time period, so over time, it might get improved. The low-cardinality 
profiles (like 7, 9 and 14) show an undesirable behavior, which is an increase in their 
variance, however these represent only a small portion of the sessions, so they are 
naturally sensitive to even small changes resulting from a few new sessions. 
Fig.4.3(b) also shows a similar behavior to Fig.4.3(a) with the difference that 
the number of profiles with high cardinality and high variance is smaller. Thus, the 
majority of profiles have lower variance which is more desired. Thus, using a more 
restrictive URL weight threshold (0.1) before matching resulted in better quality 
profiles (as expected). 
Figs.4.3(c) and (d) show similar behavior where the profile variances does not 
change much over time. However, the main difference was in the total number of pro-
files generated. Fig.4.3(c) has more profiles than Fig.4.3(d). So changing the URL 
threshold didn't affect the quality as much when using a more restrictive similarity 
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threshold of 0.5. The majority of profiles in Fig.4.3(c) and (d) have low variance 
which is good, but they are not improving over time, which means that these config-
urations are highly sensitive to the initial profiles, in contrast to the configurations 
in Figs.4.3(a) and (b) where variances did change over time. This is probably be-
cause the high similarity threshold makes it very hard for the new period's session to 
"match" the existing profiles. Thus they remain more stable compared to when lower 
similarity thresholds were used. 
Figure 4.3: Missouri: Evolution of Profile Variances (Binary Cosine Similarity) 
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Fig.4.4 shows the profile variances over time when using the Robust Weight Sim-
ilarity. Figs.4.4( a) and (b) show a low number of discovered profiles, low overall 
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variance, and stable variance over time. A low number of profiles means less diversity 
(i.e. more general profiles). So the change in the URL threshold did not seem to 
affect the variances, it only changed the number of discovered profiles. This seems to 
be a different behavior from using the Binary Cosine similarity where changing the 
URL threshold resulted in better quality profiles. 
Figs.4.4(c) and (d) show a similar behavior to Figs.4.3(a) and (b), where the profile 
variances showed improvement over time. However, they have the advantage that even 
the lower cardinality profiles retain a constant variance over time. This desirable 
behavior is due to the fact that the Robust Weight Similarity is more sensitive to 
the profile variance, i.e. it is naturally more restrictive when the profile has lower 
variance, thus "shielding" even the vulnerable small profiles from noise. 
Using a more strict Robust Weight Similarity threshold as shown in Figs.4.4(c) 
and (d) has resulted in more profiles than in Figs.4.4( a) and (b), i.e. more "detailed 
profiles". Another conclusion can be drawn from this figure is that the URL threshold 
value did not really affect the quality when using the robust weight threshold, whereas 
it had more effect when the cosine similarity was used. So based only on Fig.4.3and 
Fig.4.4, using the more restrictive Robust Weight threshold value has resulted in 
higher quality and detailed profiles. However we need to also look at the "rest" of the 
metrics like the inter-profile similarity before making a judgment. 
To study the overall quality of the profiles, some aggregate metrics were calculated 
during all the time periods. Fig.4.5 shows the minimum, maximum, average, and me-
dian variances of the profiles at the end of evolution: Fig.4.5(a) shows the aggregates 
when using the Binary Cosine Similarity, while Fig.4.5(b) shows the aggregates for 
Robust Weight Similarity. 
The overall trend regarding the aggregates in both charts seems to be similar, 
where the average and the median variances maintained similar levels. However the 
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Figure 4.4: Missouri: Evolut ion of Profile Variances (Robust Weight Similarity) 
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maximum variance decreased significantly when the similarity threshold was lower 
(0.3 in both CosSim and RobWT) , and increased when the similarity threshold was 
stricter (i.e. using higher values of 0.5 in CosSim and 0.6 in RobWT for matching 
new sessions to old profiles). A general conclusion can be drawn that the URL 
weight threshold did not affect the aggregate variance metrics. In contrast to the 
maximum variance, the minimum, median and average variance seemed to decrease 
with stricter matching thresholds. Hence, a stricter matching results in an increase in 
the maximum variance and decrease in the minimum variance. This can be explained 
by the fact that stricter matching allows only "very" similar sessions to update most 
"good" profiles, resulting in profiles of better quality (lower variance). However, this 
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increased strictness will cause more new sessions to fail in matching most profiles and 
thus end up in the big "default" cluster that acquires all the heterogeneous sessions, 
which tends to have maximum variance, thus increasing its variance even more. 
The difference between the two results in FigA.5 is in the value of the maxi-
mum variance; while the minimum, average, and median variances change very little 
(FigA.5(a) has a narrow range of values for the maximum variance (0.7-0.8) whereas 
FigA.5(b) has a wider range (OA - 0.8)). This means that using the Robust \;Veight 
similarity can result in a set of profiles where the maximum variance is around OA 
(when the similarity threshold is 0.3), so all the profiles are essentially of good quality. 
However, going back to FigAA, the profiles generated in this case were too general, 
i.e. only a few generic profiles were created, and they maintained their variance over 
time which makes them more sensitive to the initial profiles discovered. 
4.4.3 Profile Evolution 
The number and type of profiles discovered during the evolut ion gives an overall 
picture of the changes in behavior trends. Distinct or newly discovered profiles indi-
cate a radical change in browsing behavior, while static profiles indicate low traffic 
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or obsolete profiles, and updated profiles indicate more stable representative profiles 
and/ or similar browsing behavior by users. 
FigA.6 shows the percentages of each type of profiles for each time period during 
evolution when using the Binary Cosine Similarity for matching. The initial time 
period (period 1) always results in all distinct profiles since there are no profiles from 
previous time periods. 
During period 2 (Jan26-Jan30), the profile percentages are almost the same for 
all configurations. Almost 80% of profiles are distinct which means that the usage 
behavior in this period may have changed by 80%. This might be due to many 
reasons: the initial data from Jan22-Jan25 was from Thursday to Sunday, with half 
of it on a weekend, so the traffic was low, and it might not be the best initial period 
to use. However, over time, profiles will evolve and eventually represent more typical 
everyday web usage patterns. 
During the weekend in period 3 (Jan31 and FebOl), the traffic was the least, and 
the profile percentages were almost the same for two configurations FigA.6(b) and (d), 
where about 40% of the profiles remained unchanged because of low traffic, while 40% 
of the profiles got updated, and only 20% of the profiles were newly discovered. In 
contrast, the configuration in FigA.6(a) shows that about 20% of profiles are static, 
75% got updated and 5% were newly discovered. The large number of updated 
profiles could be explained by the lower threshold value for similarity, which allows 
more sessions to be matched to existing profiles and cause more profiles to be updated. 
FigA.6(c) is similar to FigA.6(b) and (d) but with fewer static profiles. 
At the end of evolution (period 4), the changes between different configurations 
became more apparent. FigA.6(a) has the highest percentage of updated profiles 
(about 80%) due to the lower similarity threshold (0.3). FigA.6(b) has more balanced 
profiles because it has a stricter similarity threshold. FigA.6(c) and (d) are similar 
to each other where the updated profiles are about 60%. Moving from FigA.6(c) to 
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Figure 4.6: Missouri: Profile Counts (Binary Cosine Similarity) 
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(d), the similarity threshold gets more restricted. However the percentage of updated 
profiles stayed the same which is the opposite of what happened with Fig.4.6(a). But 
this behavior can be explained by the more strict URL threshold, which ensures that 
higher quality profiles are generated, and hence even if the similarity threshold is 
loose, weak sessions will not be matched to these profiles. 
Fig.4.7 shows the percentages of profile evolution when the Robust Weight Sim-
ilarity was used. The profiles show more dynamic changes in profiles percentages 
compared to Fig.4.6that used the Binary Cosine Similarity. 
Fig.4.7(a) shows that the percentages of profiles are the same for all time periods 
(except the initial time since they were all distinct). Using this configuration, only 
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four profiles were developed: one of them remained the same, while the other three 
were updated during all time periods. The low similarity threshold is the reason for 
having a low number of profiles, because a new session can easily be matched to any 
of the existing profiles, and hence old profiles get updated instead of new profiles 
being discovered. The variances for these profiles are low as shown in FigAA, but 
they are more general, and sensitive to initial data. 
FigA.7(c) has also resulted in a low number of profiles (6 profiles), but some 
profiles were discovered during the evolution such as in period 2 (Jan26-Jan30). So 
even though the similarity threshold was low, the restricted (compared to FigA.7(a)) 
URL weight threshold caused some of the sessions to not match the existing profiles, 
and hence created more new distinct profiles. 
FigA.7(b) and (d) are close in their behavior and they have many more profiles 
developed than previous configurations. During the second time period, about 75% 
of profiles were newly discovered, which is similar to FigA.6(b) and (d), and can also 
be explained for the same reasons , such as low traffic during weekend in the initial 
data. In the next time period more than 60% profiles remained static, which is also 
because that traffic was during the week end. The last time period witnessed more 
updated profiles and some static and distinct profiles, which is more typical of usage 
behavior and means that profiles are of good quality. 
4.4.4 Matching vs. Distinct Sessions 
The percentage of sessions that matched profiles to the sessions that were not 
close enough to any of the profiles is an important indication about how strict the 
matching process was. FigA.8 shows the percentage of matching sessions during all 
evolution period for both similarities matching methods (CosSim and Rob WT). For 
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Figure 4.7: Missouri: Profile Evolution (Robust Weight Similarity) 
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simplicity, the similarity threshold was joined on one axis for the two methods of 
matching. 
A general trend for both methods is that the percentage of matched sessions is 
high when the similarity threshold is low (0.3), and is low when a stricter threshold is 
used (0.5 for CosSim and 0.6 for RobWT). This has an intuitive explanation, which 
is that a lower similarity threshold allows more sessions to be matched with existing 
profiles. Another thing to notice for both methods is that the URL threshold value 
had a minimum affect on the matching percentage: when using 0.1 as URL threshold 
the percentage is slightly decreased compared to using 0.04. So in general, the URL 
weight threshold is not significant when it comes to sessions matching percentage. 
The Rob WT method causes more changes in the percentage of matching sessions, 
when changing the similarity threshold, than the CosSim does. In fact, it goes from 
80% when using 0.3 as threshold to only 15% when using a 0.6 threshold. In contrast, 
CosSim went from 20% when using 0.3 threshold to about 9% when using 0.5 thresh-
old. This is also due to the sensitivity of Rob WT to the profile variance. Since using 
both threshold values for RobWT result in overall low variance profiles as previously 
shown in FigAA, these profiles would show more resistance to accepting different 
sessions, and hence, for a high similarity threshold of 0.6, they will not match new 
sessions as easily as the CosSim would. 
A more detailed view of the distinct and matching sessions is seen in FigA.9, where 
the percentages of both the distinct and matching sessions are shown during all time 
periods for each parameter configuration, when using the Binary Cosine Similarity. 
It can easily be seen that the number of matching sessions is the highest in Fig.4.9(a) 
and (c), and less in FigA.9(b) and (d). This is due to the loose similarity threshold 
used in the former, and the strict similarity threshold in the latter. A higher threshold 
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Figure 4.8: Missouri: Matching Sessions Percentage 
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means that the sessions should really be closer to the profiles in order to update them, 
so fewer sessions would match profiles. 
Another observation is that the time period 3 (Jan31-Febl) witnessed the highest 
percentage of matching sessions relative to other time periods. This time period 
falls in a weekend, so the traffic in general is lower than week days so, given that 
good profiles have already been developed, the browsing behavior would match more 
profiles than it would in regular traffic. 
Fig.4.10 shows the percentages of missing and matching sessions when using Ro-
bust Weight Similarity. Fig.4.10(a) and (c) are similar, and they show that the ma-
jority of sessions match the profiles and cause their update. Whereas in Fig.4.10(b) 
and (d), the majority of sessions did not match any of the profiles, which results in 
creating new profiles. The stricter similarity threshold (0.6) in Fig.4.10(b) and (d) 
makes it hard for new sessions to match the profiles, which in turn results in the high 
percentage of distinct sessions. 
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Figure 4.9: Missouri: Missing vs. Distinct Sessions (Binary Cosine Similarity) 
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Figure 4.10: Missouri: Missing vs. Distinct Sessions (Robust \Veight Similarity) 
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4.4.5 Profile Cardinality 
The profile cardinality is the number of sessions that the profile represents. A 
higher cardinality means that the profile is more popular and represents more usage 
behavior. To compare the cardinalities of different profiles, the percentage of each 
profile's cardinality with respect to the total number of sessions is used. 
FigA.ll shows the cardinality percentage of both the profiles with maximum and 
minimum variance for the different parameter configurations. The cardinality per-
centage of the profile with minimum cardinality stays the same regardless of the 
different configurations. Recall that the profile with minimum variance is the high-
est quality (most compact) profile, so it is desirable to have it with high cardinality, 
however in this dataset its cardinality is low. 
For the profile with maximum variance, the trends in both charts seem similar, 
where the cardinality percentage is higher when the similarity threshold is more re-
strictive. However, the Robust Weight threshold causes a more drastic change in the 
cardinality percentage than the Binary Cosine threshold. This can be explained by 
the fact that when the Rob WT threshold is 0.3 only a few profiles are created, thus 
forcing one of them (the default profile) acquire all the sessions that do not match 
any profile. 
Another thing to notice is that in Fig.4.11(a), the cardinality percentage of the 
profile with maximum variance is higher when the URL weight threshold is higher 
(more restrictive), whereas in Fig.4.11(b), the URL weight threshold does not seem 
to have a big effect. 
To show how the profiles are increasing or decreasing in their quality, the number 
of sessions assigned to the profile at each time period is tracked. FigA.12 shows the 
cardinality percentage of each profile at each time period with the Binary Cosine 
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Figure 4.11: Missouri: Cardinality of Max and Min Sigma 
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Figure 4.12: Missouri: Evolution of Profile Cardinality Percentages (CosSim) 
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Similarity. The cardinality of the profile at each time period represents all sessions 
matching this profile up to (and including) that time period. The cardinality is always 
normalized by dividing it by the sum of all profile cardinalities up to that time. The 
profiles are ordered (in a decreasing order) based on their variance. 
All configurations in Fig.4.12 show similar behavior where the cardinality is de-
creasing slightly over time. The normalized cardinality is affected by the number of 
profiles discovered at each time period, since a large number of profiles means more 
competition on new sessions, and hence lower cardinality. 
Fig.4.13 shows the profile cardinalities when using the Robust Weight Similarity. 
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Figure 4.13: Missouri: Evolution of Profile Cardinality Percentages (RobWT) 
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All configurations show that the majority of profiles are decreasing their normalized 
cardinality, except for two profiles in Fig.4.13(a) and (b). These two profiles do not 
have a lot of competition (because a low number of profiles were discovered), so they 
keep increasing their cardinality. However, both of them contain the highest variance 
which indicates that these profiles are of low quality, and most likely are the "default" 
profiles where the majority of new sessions are added. 
4.4.6 Profile Count 
The number of profiles generated at the end of evolution for each configuration is 
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shown in Fig.4.14. A common trend between both matching methods (CosSim and 
RobWT) is that the number of profiles increases when a higher similarity threshold 
value is used. This is due to the fact that when fewer sessions succeed to match the 
current profiles (due to the higher matching similarity threshold), the distinct sessions 
would be forced to generate new (distinct) profiles. Another observation is that the 
URL weight threshold has minimal affect on the number of profiles for both matching 
methods. 
4.4.7 Profile Pair-wise Similarity 
A powerful profile discovery quality evaluation metric is to find how similar the 
profiles that result from the pattern discovery are to each other. If profiles are too 
similar to each other, then the updating algorithm was not able to match the new 
logs with the existing profiles accurately. 
A difference matrix is created to find the pair-wise similarity between every two 
profiles at the end of evolution. The maximum, minimum, average, and median simi-
larity is plotted in Fig.4.15, as well as the percentage of duplicate profiles. Duplicate 
profiles are defined as the ones with difference less than 0.01. This translates to pro-
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Figure 4.15: Missouri: Profile Pair-wise Similarity Aggregates 
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files who are at least 90% similar to each other (using binary cosine similarity), since 
(1 - 0.9)2 = 0.01. See Section 4.1.1. 
FigA.15(a) shows a desired behavior where the maximum, median, and average 
pairwise similarities are all greater than 0.8 which means that they are only 10% or 
less similar to each other. The minimum similarity aggregate is around zero which 
means that there are some profiles (at least one pair) that are very similar to each 
other. The duplicate percentage is also around zero which means that only very few 
number (if any) of the profiles are duplicates. 
FigA.15(b) shows that when the similarity threshold is low (0.3) the median and 
average pairwise distances are low, i.e. most profiles are only 50% different, and the 
duplicate percentage is about 13% which is high compared to all other configurations. 
However, when the RobWT threshold value becomes more strict (0.6), the behavior 
improves and fewer profiles are similar to each other, resulting in fewer duplicates. 
4.4.8 Profile Density 
The profile density is a quality metric that combines the profile cardinality and 
vanance. A high density is desirable since it means a high cardinality and low variance 
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at the same time. The profile density is calculated at each time period by dividing 
the total number of sessions that belong to the profile until that time period (i.e. 
cardinality at T2 is the sum of cardinality at Tl and the new matching sessions in 
Tl) by the variance of the profile at that time period. This means that a decrease in 
density indicate an increase in variance (since cardinality at time period T2 is always 
larger than or equal to Tl). 
FigA.16 shows the density for each profile at each different time period when using 
the Binary Cosine Similarity as the matching criterion. The profiles were ordered (in 
a decreasing order) based on their variance. For most configurations, the majority of 
profiles maintain their density over time, except for some profiles which decrease as 
in FigA.16(a) and (b). The decrease in the density means that sessions added to the 
profile are not very similar to old ones, and hence increasing the variance. A stable 
behavior like the majority in FigA.16(c) and (d) means that either the profile is not 
gaining any new sessions (out-dated) or the new sessions that are being added are 
not very similar to existing ones which increase the variance slightly. 
FigA.17 shows the profile densities when using the Robust Weight Similarity. 
FigA.17 (a) and (b) show similar behavior were the profile with highest variance in-
creases its density, and the rest of the profiles maintain a stable density over time. 
This means that the high cardinality profile is acquiring too many sessions (and that 
the increase in its variance is not enough to affect its density). This is an example 
of an undesirable high density, because this high-cardinality and high-variance profile 
seems to be the "default" cluster that all non-matching sessions are assigned to. This 
could not have been detected by looking only at the cardinality. 
FigA.17(c) and (d) show more stable density over time (with some profiles in-
creasing their density). Using the high similarity threshold have caused higher quality 
profiles to be discovered with a balanced ratio between their variance and cardinality. 
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Figure 4.16: Missouri: Evolution of Profile Densities (CosSim) 
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Figure 4.17: Missouri: Evolution of Profile Densities (Rob V/T) 
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This consistent increase in densities may be the ultimate judge that matching using 
the Robust Weights (which depend on accurate variance estimates) yields the best 
quality profiles compared to Cosine Similarity matching. 
4.4.9 Evolution vs. Traditional (Full run) 
The last evaluation addresses the approach or mode of pattern discovery, which is 
either evolutionary (the focus of this thesis), where the pattern discovery is done in 
different time periods, or traditional where the full or entire usage data from all time 
periods is used to discover usage patterns in one shot. 
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4.18: Missouri: Traditional Profile Variances 
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Profile variances for the traditional method are shown in Fig.4.18. The variances 
stay the same during all time periods (since they do not evolve), and they are shown 
at different times just for the purpose of illustration and for ease of comparison with 
Fig.4.3 and Fig.4.4 (for the evolution mode). The profiles were also ordered based 
on their cardinality percentage. The majority of profiles have a low variance, which 
means that most profiles from the traditional method are of good quality. These 
levels of quality were also found when using the evolutionary approach. However, we 
can conclude from Fig.4.4( d) that the Evolution mode was able to "refine" the profiles 
to lower variance (and hence improved compactness), by the end of all periods. The 
maximum variance was 0.6 in the evolution mode as opposed to 0.8 in the traditional 
mode (25% improvement). 
Fig.4.19 shows the densities of the profiles discovered when using the traditional 
discovery approach. The density represents the ration between the profile cardinality 
and its variance. Profiles are order in a decreasing order based on their cardinality 
percentage. All profiles are of high quality since the density is high. Some of the 
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Figure 4.19: Missouri: Traditional Profile Density 
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profiles generated using the evolutionary approach showed a comparable density as 
was seen in Fig.4.17(d). 
Fig.4.20 shows the maximum, minimum, average, and median profile variance with 
each of the methods: Evolution (CosSim, RobWT) and Traditional (Full). The aggre-
gate metrics for the traditional method will stay the same for different configurations, 
since no threshold values are used. For all aggregates, a low value is desired. 
Figs.4.20(a) and (d) show that the median and average variance are always larger 
using the evolutionary approach (but by only 5-10%). Fig.4.20(b) shows that the 
minimum variance using the evolutionary approach is larger than the traditional 
(full) approach when the similarity threshold is low, and is equal or less than the 
traditional approach when a strict similarity threshold is used. This is because a 
higher similarity threshold will result in higher quality profiles (i.e. lower variance) . 
The maximum variance in Fig.4.20( c) is similar for the traditional and evolutionary 
approaches when using a high similarity threshold value, but is less when using Robust 
Weight Similarity and a low similarity threshold. 
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The quality of profiles resulting from traditional mining are expected to be of 
higher quality since all log data is mined at once. However, the evolutionary approach 
has proved that it too can discover profiles that are as good (or better) than using 
the traditional method. This can be seen in Fig.4.20(b) where the minimum variance 
for the evolutionary approach was less than that of the traditional approach. 
Figure 4.20: Missouri: Evolution vs. Traditional Variance Aggregates 
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4.5 Experiment 2: University of Louisville Library 
4.5.1 The Dataset 
This experiment will be conduced on a larger and much more recent dataset. The 
logs were collected for requests done to the University of Louisville's Library main 
website (library. Louisville.edu ). 
The logs were collected for five consecutive days: from Wednesday February 27th, 
2008 till Sunday March 2nd, 2008. There were a total of 364,409 requests, grouped 
into 14,888 sessions. The profile evolution tracking was done on a daily basis, so there 
were five time periods: 
• Wednesday Feb 27th 2008: 104,794 access requests (28.76%), 4,196 sessions 
(28.18%) 
• Thursday Feb 28th 2008: 92,446 access requests (25.37%), 3,657 sessions (24.56%) 
• Friday Feb 29th 2008: 70,722 access requests (19.41%), 2,919 sessions (19.61%) 
• Saturday March 1st 2008: 40,834 access requests (11.2%),1,791 sessions (12.03%) 
• Sunday March 2nd 2008: 55,613 access requests (15.26%), 2,325 sessions (15.62%) 
Fig.4.21 shows the percentage of "bad access" and "good access" requests. Bad ac-
cess requests include irrelevant and noise requests from search engines requests and 
requests that resulted in an erroneous status code. Good access requests are the 
remaining non-error generating requests. Just looking at the figure shows the impor-
tance of the preprocessing phase, because all these bad requests (around 85%) would 
have adversely affected the resulting profiles discovery. Typically graphics requests 
may amount to 3-4 graphics per page or more (e.g. background picture, top banners, 
etc), that is why they end up being the majority of requests. 
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Figure 4.21: U of L Library: Access Requests 
U of L Libra ry Access 
Requests 
• Sad A CCeSS 
Table 4.5 shows the list of all profiles that resulted from mining this dataset at 
the last time period (March 2). These profiles are the result of using Robust Weight 
Similarity with threshold value of 0.6, and URL threshold value of 0.1. Only URLs 
with weight greater than 0.1 are shown. URLs were sorted in a descending order by 
the URL significance weight. 
4.5.2 Profile Variances 
The profiles evolution over time is shown in the Figures 4.22, 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25. 
Since the number of profiles is large for some configurations (about 50), they were 
separated in two graphs for the same configuration to avoid clutter: one for the highest 
cardinality profiles, and the other for the lower cardinality profiles. Separating profiles 
based on cardinality makes the comparison more accurate, because a low cardinality 
profile is much more sensitive to changes than a higher cardinality profile. 
Fig.4.22 shows the profile variances when using a URL threshold of 0.04 and Binary 
Cosine Similarity for matching sessions. Figs.4.22(a) and (b) show that the majority 
of profiles (both high and low cardinality) start with low variance, then increase a 
little bit until they stabilize, which indicates good quality profiles. However, the 
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Table 4.5: U of L Library: Final Profiles for RobWT (0.6) and URL TH(O.l) 
Profile Url# card Variance Content 
0 2 667 0.0229 /, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
1 78 1747 0.291953 /kornhauser, 
2 5 157 0.088875 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, /research/sub/dbsP.html, 
3 5 724 0.100414 /, /research/sub/dbsA.html, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
4 7 102 0.056861 /research/sub/dbsAhtml, /research/sub/dbsJKL.html, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, 
/research/sub/dbsA.html, /top/subjects.html, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, /research/sub/dbsP.html, 
5 18 61 0.186887 /research/sub/dbsJ KL. html, /research/business/index. html, /top/tools.html, /research/ panafrican/index. html, /research/health/i ndex. html, 
/research/sub/dbsNO.html, 
6 6 45 0.059365 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsM.html, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
7 1 386 0.005911 /music, 
8 2 100 0.00968 /music/listenonline.html, /music, 
9 6 77 0.056598 /, /music, /promo/bookplates.swf, /music/listenonline. html, 
10 2 264 0.110867 /government/news/otherlinks/otherlinks.html, /, 
11 4 56 0.112673 /ekstrom, /research/sub/dbsA.html, 
12 3 65 0.055307 tart, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
13 1 159 0.007119 /forms/z.htm, 
14 1 154 0.004239 /ekstrom/special/moi/moi-people01.html, 
15 9 96 0.224964 /top/subjects.html, /, /research/communication/index.html, /research/anthropology/index.html, /promo/bookplates.swf, /research/general/index.html, 
16 2 64 0.139356 /government/periodicals/periodall.html, 
17 3 1166 0.071876 /, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
18 5 83 0.02923 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsP .html, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
19 5 36 0.058454 /research/sub/dbsJKL.html, /research/sub/dbsA.html, /, /ekstrom, 
20 8 78 0.094318 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsDE. html, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, /research/sub/ dbsJKL. html, 
21 8 41 0.108382 /research/sub/dbsWXYZ.html, /research/sub/dbsA.html, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, /top/subjects.html, 
22 10 49 0.108915 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsS.html, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, /research/sub/dbsWy:.rZ.html, /top/subjects.html, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, 
23 11 90 0.252119 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsNO.html, /, /research/sub/dbsB.html, /top/subjects.html, 
24 3 99 0.052191 /ill./, 
25 2 48 0.142716 /government/goodsources/factbook.html, 
26 2 49 0.03262 tart, /, 
27 8 45 0.180277 /ekstrom, /, /ekstrom/hours/index.html, /job, /services/index.html, 
28 4 105 0.322663 /government/news/otherlinks/otherlinks.html, 
29 2 450 0.0233 /promo/bookplates.swf, /, 
30 6 62 0.094646 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsS.html, /research/sub/dbsWXVZ.html, /research/sub/dbsC.html, 
31 4 445 0.120767 /, /research/sub/dbsA.html, 
32 5 39 0.054863 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, /, 
33 4 41 0.043474 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /research/sub/dbsNO.html, /, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, 
34 4 50 0.0783 /research/sub/dbsA. html, /research/sub/dbsP .html, /research/sub/ dbsJ KL. html, /top/su bjects. html, 
35 1 58 0.024124 /ill, 
36 1 35 0.011143 tart, 
37 6 33 0.129325 /dlls, /dlls/database, /, /dlls/guide, /dlls/forms, 
38 3 549 0.080418 /, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
39 7 124 0.140677 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /, /research/sub/dbsP.html, /research/sub/dbsJKL.html, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, /research/sub/dbsNO.html, 
40 8 41 0.140021 /ekstrom, /, /promo/bookplates.swf, /ekstrom/hours/index.html, /kornhauser, 
41 1 41 0.01061 /kornhauser/forms/webform.html, 
42 2 705 0.085 /, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
43 4 48 0.2716 /ekstrom, /top/subjects.html, /ekstrom/hours/index.html, 
44 9 182 0.34 /research/sub/dbsA.html, /top/subjects.html, /research/sub/dbsDE.html, /research/business/index.html, /, /research/sub/dbsP.html, /research/sub/dbsJKL.html, /promo/bookplates.swf, 
45 2 29 0.0873 /government/states/kentucky/kylit/berry.html, /government/states/kentucky/kylit/berryadd.html, 
46 5 30 0.4754 /government/news/otherlinks/otherlinks.html, /government/subjects/health/daterape.html, 
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top three profiles (17, 18, and 26) have the highest cardinality and a relatively high 
variance, and they don't seem to improve over time, i.e. their variance stays almost 
the same during evolution. 
When using a stricter similarity threshold in FigsA.22(c) and (d), the quality 
of profiles seems to improve. The majority of profiles start with and keep a stable 
low variance over time, and the high cardinality profiles even seem to improve their 
variances, e.g. profile number 1. Therefore, an initial conclusion from these results is 
that a stricter similarity threshold resulted in better quality profiles, since only close 
sessions are used to update profiles. 
FigA.23 shows the profiles evolution for a higher URL threshold (0.1) and using 
Binary Cosine Similarity. FigsA.23(a) and (b) shows that all profiles are of high 
quality with variance less than 0.5. However, some of them have a tendency to 
increase their variance. FigsA.23(c) and (d) (with strict matching) show more stable 
variance values with the majority under 0.3, with the exception of the profile with 
highest cardinality (profile 1) which starts with high variance and later improves its 
variance. The results shown in this figure point to a more desirable behavior than 
the ones in FigA.22. Hence, a higher URL threshold caused more stability and better 
quality of profiles. 
For the Robust Weight Similarity, FigA.24 shows the variance evolution when 
using 0.04 as the URL weight threshold value. For 0.3 similarity threshold, fewer 
profiles are developed and their profile variances are shown in FigA.24(a), which shows 
that profiles starting with low cardinality have increased their variances slightly, while 
profiles with higher cardinality started with high variance and then decreased their 
variances, with most profiles finally stabilizing around an average variance of 0.5. 
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Figure 4.22: U ofL Library: Evolution of Profile Variances (CosSim, URL TH(O.04)) 
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Figure 4.23: U of L Library: Evolution of Profile Variances (CosSim, URL TH(O.l)) 
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FigsA.24(b) and (c) show that more profiles were discovered with a higher match-
ing threshold. The majority of profiles have stable variance changes, except the 
highest cardinality profiles which start with high variance that later start decreas-
ing slightly. As in FigA.22, we can conclude that a stricter matching threshold has 
resulted in higher quality and more detailed profiles. Comparing the results from 
this configuration to FigsA.22(c) and (d), we can see that both seem to show similar 
behavior. Thus, using the two methods of similarity (CosSim and RobWT) with a 
more restricted threshold value can be expected to cause the majority of profiles to 
have low and stable variance evolution over time. 
FigA.25 shows the variances when using a more restrictive URL threshold value 
of 0.1. FigA.25(a) shows a similar behavior to FigA.24(a), where a low number 
of profiles were discovered with the majority of profiles having low variances, that 
increased slightly with the exception of the highest cardinality profile, for which the 
variance decreased from a high value to an average value. 
The last configurations in FigsA.25(b) and (c) show the best quality of profiles, 
because most profiles began with a small variance and they kept improving, in 
contrast with the other configurations where the variances either remained the same 
or increased. Even the high cardinality profiles which started with high variance, 
drastically decreased in their variance with time to a low value. 
An overall conclusion can be drawn that more restrictive threshold values com-
bined with the use of the profile-sensitive Robust Weight Similarity tend to result in 
very high quality profiles over time. 
To study the overall evolution behavior profile quality, FigA.26 shows the min-
imum, maximum, median, and average variance of the final profiles at the end of 
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Figure 4.24: U ofL Library: Evolution of Profile Variances (RobWT , URL TH(O.04)) 
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Figure 4.25: U of L Library: Evolution of Profile Variances (RobWT , URL TH(O.l)) 
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evolution. As was noticed in Fig.4.5 for the smaller Missouri dataset, the minimum, 
median, and average variance remained stable and within the same range for all dif-
ferent configurations. The median and average variances indicate that the overall 
quality of profiles is good, since their values are low «0.2). However, this result 
should be taken in context with the final number of profiles which will be discussed 
next. 
Fig.4.26(a) shows that moving the URL weight threshold value from 0.04 to a 
more restrictive value of 0.1 caused the maximum variance to drop drastically. On 
the other hand, the value of the cosine similarity threshold did not seem to have any 
effect. The decrease in variance can be explained because the binary cosine similarity 
is computed based on the number of common URLs between a profile and a session. 
So a larger number of URLs (due to a lower URL threshold) will help increase this 
similarity and hence increase the chance of sessions passing the thresholding test. 
Since URL weight threshold is applied in both post-processing and updating phases, 
all profiles would have either more or less URLs. In case of using a low value for URL 
weight threshold, the number of URLs in the profile is more than when using a 0.1 
threshold value. Therefore more sessions will pass the thresholding test, and lower 
quality profiles are thus generated. This is why the maximum variance value is more 
sensitive to the URL weight threshold. 
Fig.4.26(b) shows an opposite behavior, where the similarity threshold has more 
effect on the value of the maximum variance. In contrast to the Binary Cosine 
Similarity, the Robust Weight Similarity takes into account the profile variance, not 
just the number of URLs in the profile. Hence, if the profile has low variance, it 
becomes harder for new sessions to match the profile. For this reason, changing the 
number of URLs in the profile by changing the URL threshold value will not have 
the same affect as it had when using the Binary Cosine Similarity. 
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Figure 4.26: U of L Library: Profiles Sigma Aggregates 
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Figure 4.27: U of L Library: Profile Counts (Binary Cosine Similarity) 
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The percentage of each type of profiles discovered/ updated for each time period 
when using the Binary Cosine Similarity is shown in FigA.27. The percentages of 
profiles seem to be similar using the different configurations, with the exception of 
FigA.27(c), where more profiles got updated on Feb 28th (Day 2) , and fewer dis-
tinct profiles where discovered on March 2nd (Day 5). In all four configurations, the 
majority of profiles got updated, while a few profiles were discovered. 
Figure 4.28 shows the profile percentages when using the Robust Weight Similarity 
for matching. FigsA.28( a) and (c) show similar behaviors, where the vast majority 
of profiles got updated during all time periods. This can be explained for the low 
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Figure 4.28: U of L Library: Profile Counts (Robust Weight Similarity) 
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similarity threshold value of 0.3, which allows more sessions to match existing profiles 
and thus update them. 
FigA.28(b) and (d) show more restricted profile updates , with more new profiles 
being discovered or old ones remaining the same. This is because the higher value of 
similarity threshold decreases the chance that a new session would match an existing 
profile, and hence would either create a new profile if enough such sessions agree on 
a usage patt ern, or would be discarded otherwise. 
4.5.4 Matching vs. Distinct seSSIons 
For a fixed configuration, the number of matching and distinct sessions may shed 
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a light on which time periods have more usage behavior changes. Fig.4.29 shows 
the percentages of matching and distinct session for each time period when using 
the binary cosine similarity. All configurations show that at each time period, the 
percentage of matching sessions was between 15% and 25%. These results can give 
a better understanding about the real percentages of profiles and their types as dis-
cussed in the previous section, because Fig.4.27 showed that the majority of profiles 
where updated, which seems to contradict what this figure suggests since the majority 
of sessions are counted as distinct, so it seems that the majority of profiles should 
be newly discovered instead of updated. This contradiction is due to the fact that 
more distinct sessions do not necessary imply more new profiles to be discovered. For 
example all the distinct sessions might be very close to each other, and thus generate 
only one distinct profile. 
Figure 4.30 shows the number of matching and distinct sessions when using the 
Robust Weight Similarity. Fig.4.30(a) and (c) show similar behavior where the vast 
majority of sessions got matched. This is due to the loose similarity threshold value 
of 0.3, which is compatible with the findings in Fig4.28(a) and (c) where most profiles 
got updated. 
Fig.4.30(b) and (d) show a completely opposite behavior to Fig.4.30(a) and (c) 
where the majority of sessions are treated as distinct. This is reflected in Fig.4.28(a) 
and (c) where some profiles were distinct. As discussed above, the large number of 
distinct sessions does not necessarily mean that a large number of new profiles will 
be discovered. 
The overall trend of matching sessions is shown in Fig.4.31, which shows that 
for the binary cosine similarity, the percentage of matching sessions is similar for all 
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Figure 4.29: U of L Library: Matching vs. Distinct Sessions (Binary Cosine Similar-
ity) 
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Figure 4.30: U of L Library: Matching vs. Distinct Sessions (Robust Weight Simi-
larity) 
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Figure 4.31: U of L Library: Matching Sessions Percentage 
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configurations. However, for the robust weight similarity, the percentage gets much 
higher when the matching threshold is lower. 
4.5.5 Profile Cardinality 
The profile cardinality represents how popular and important a profile is. In 
Fig.4.32, the cardinality of the profiles with maximum and minimum variance is 
plotted for each configuration. 
Fig.4.32(a) presents the results when using the binary cosine similarity, and it 
shows that the lower URL weight threshold caused the highest quality profile (i.e. 
with minimum variance) to have a high cardinality, while a higher URL threshold 
value caused the high quality profiles to have fewer sessions. However, when it comes 
to the lowest-quality profile (i.e. the one with high variance) , the similarity threshold 
value was the main factor affecting the cardinality, since a higher threshold causes 
the profile with maximum variance to acquire more sessions. 
Fig.4.32(b) shows the results when using the robust weight similarity. The cardi-
nality of the high quality profile (with low variance) remains the same for all different 
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Figure 4.32: U of L Library: Cardinality of Max and Min Sigma 
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configurations. However, the cardinality of the profile with maximum variance is sen-
sitive only to the similarity threshold value, where a high threshold value causes the 
cardinality to decrease, while a lower threshold value causes higher cardinality. 
For a more detailed view of the profile quality, the cardinalities of each profile 
at each time period are plott ed. Fig.4.33 shows the cardinality percentage of each 
profile at each time period when the Binary Cosine Similarity. The cardinality of the 
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Figure 4.33: U of L Library: Evolution of Profile Cardinality Percentages (CosSim) 
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profile at each time period represents all sessions that matched this profile up to (and 
including) that time period. The cardinality is always normalized by the sum of all 
profiles cardinalities. The profiles are ordered (in a decreasing order) based on their 
vanance. 
For all configurations, the majority of profiles are slightly decreasing in their 
cardinality over time. This means that there is a high competition between profiles 
over new sessions. 
Fig.4.34 shows the profile cardinalities over time when using the robust weight 
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Figure 4.34: U of L Library: Evolution of Profile Cardinality Percentages (Rob WT) 
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similarity. As seen in Fig.4.33, the majority of profiles for all configurations slightly 
decrease their cardinality over time, with the exceptions of two profiles: one in 
Fig.4.34( a) and one in Fig.4.34( c). Despite the increasing in their cardinality, these 
two profiles have high variance, which means that they are of low quality; most likely, 
they are the "default" clusters where all non-matching sessions are assigned. 
4.5.6 Profiles Count 
The number of profiles generated from the usage behavior is shown in Fig.4.35. 
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Since HUNC is a hierarchical algorithm, a high number of profiles indicates more 
detailed profiles, which is desirable. Generally, detailed profiles are of good quality, 
while a general profile can be considered of low quality, and should be split into 
multiple detailed profiles. However, the larger number of profiles typically causes low 
cardinality, since the sessions are distributed over more profiles. Thus, these profiles 
become more sensitive to any updates and might change their behavior more often. 
The number of profiles, when using the binary cosine similarity, is mostly the same 
for different configurations, whereas using the robust weight threshold generates a 
lower number of profiles for the lower (0.3) threshold value, and a larger number of 
profiles for the higher (0.6) threshold value. A more detailed analysis of the profile 
types was done in Section 4.5.3. 
4.5.7 Profile Pair-wise Similarity 
A powerful evaluation metric is to find how similar the profiles that result from 
the pattern discovery are to each other. If profiles are too similar to each other, then 
this would indicate that the updating algorithm was not able to match the new logs 
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Figure 4.36: U of L Library: Profile Pair-wise Similarity Aggregates 
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with the existing profiles accurately. 
A difference matrix consisting of the pair-wise similarities between every two pro-
files at the end of evolution was calculated. The maximum, minimum, average, and 
median pair-wise similarities are plotted on Fig.4.36, as well as the percentage of du-
plicate profiles. Duplicate profiles are those whose difference is less than 0.01. This 
translates to profiles who are at least 90% similar to each other (using the binary 
cosine similarity). 
Both Figs.4.36(a) and (b) show similar trends, where the maximum and median 
dissimilarity is one (which means the majority of profiles are completely different), 
while the average difference is around 0.7 which can be translated to profiles which are 
only 16% similar. The minimum profile dissimilarity is close to zero, which means that 
these two profiles are too similar to each other. The percentage of duplicate profiles 
is almost zero in all cases (it is zero in some configurations), which means that the 
total number of duplicate profiles is extremely low, which supports the objective of 
this thesis of developing high quality, distinct, and evolving profiles through different 
time periods. 
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4.5.8 Profile Density 
Fig.4.37 shows the profile densities over time when using the Binary Cosine Sim-
ilarity. The profiles were ordered based on their variance (in decreasing order). 
Most profiles maintain a stable density over time for all configurations. Some of 
them decrease their density slightly as in Fig.4.37(a), which means that the variance 
is increasing (since the cardinality does not decrease over time), and this increase in 
variance is due to the profile being updated by new sessions which are not very similar 
to existing ones in the profile. This happens because of the low similarity threshold 
value used (0.3). 
Fig.4.38 shows the profile densities when using the Robust Weight Similarity. All 
configurations show better results than the results shown in Fig.4.37 which uses the 
Binary Cosine Similarity instead. In Fig.4.38 more profiles are improving their quality 
(increase their density) over time. This supports conclusions reached in figures 4.24 
and 4.25, where the variances are decreasing over time, and profiles are becoming more 
compact (hence of higher quality). This consistent increase in densities may be the 
ultimate judge that matching using the Robust Weights (which depend on accurate 
variance estimates) yields the best quality profiles compared to Cosine Similarity 
matching. 
4.5.9 Evolution vs. Traditional (Full run) 
The last criterion is the approach of pattern discovery, which is either evolutionary 
-discussed in this thesis- where the pattern discovery is done through different time 
periods, or traditional where the log data from all time periods is used in one shot to 
discover usage patterns. 
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Figure 4.39: '(; of L Library: Traditi nal Profile Varian es 
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Fig.4.39 shows th profil variances wh n u ing the traditional discovery approach. 
Profil are ord r d in a d creasing order bas d on th ir cardinality p r' ntage. All 
profiles are of good quality . ince their varian e is low, wh re t he hi 'h st varianc is 
only about 0.2. 
Fig.4.40 shows th d n ities of the pr fil discover d when using th traditional 
discov ry approach. T he d nsity repres nt th ration betw en the pr fil car linality 
and it. varian' . Profil s ar order in a d cr asing ord r based on th ir 'ardinality 
percentage. All profil ar of high quality since th density is high. 80m of the 
profiles g n rated using th volutionary approach showed a comparable or higher 
density as was s en in igA.38. 
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Figure 4.40: U of L Library: Traditional Profile D nsity 
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Fig.4.41 compar s the aggregate m trics for both discov ry approach s (traditional 
and evolution). The m dian, maximum, and av rag varian 'es are less when using the 
traditional approach than using the volutionary approach. Fig.4.41(b) shows that 
using the Robust Weight Similarity in th volution mod has result d in th minimum 
profile varianc for all configurations ompared to using th Evolution m d 's Cosine 
Similarity and 'ompared to th traditional mode. This means that u ing th Robust 
Weight Similarity evolution h· di 'cov r .d profil s (at least on ) whos varianc is 
th least over all oth l' appr ach s. How v r, this high quality profile might be the 
result of only a £ w similar ssion. 
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Figure 4.41: U of L Library: Evolution vs Traditional Varianc ggregates 
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4.6 Experimental Design 
An experimental design analysis was conducted on the University of Louisville dataset 
to find the significance of the configuration parameters on some of the evaluation 
metrics. 
The factors used in experimental design analysis are listed in Table 4.6. For 
the "Discovery Approach" factor, the value 0 represents the "Evolution" mode, and 
1 represents the "Traditional" discovery mode. The similarity matching method is 
encoded as 0 for the Binary Cosine Similarity and 1 for the Robust Weight Similarity. 
The similarity threshold has two levels: 0.3 and 0.55. During experiments, the value 
of 0.5 was used as the Binary Cosine Similarity threshold, \vhereas the value 0.6 was 
used for the Robust \i\Teight Similarity threshold. However, to have a standardized 
view of the similarity threshold factor, the average of the two thresholds was used, so 
as to have only 2 levels instead of 3. The value of 0.05 is used as the sigma value a. 
Table 4.7 shows the response variables used in experimental design. Table 4.8 
shows the data used in the experimental design analysis. 
The results of experimental design, which are in Appendix A , showed that the 
URL weight threshold value and the profile discovery mode (evolution versus tradi-
tional) proved to be the most significant factors on profile variances and cardinalities 
(with small p-value), the similarity method (Cosine Binary versus Robust Weight) 
proved significant to some of the response variables (profile variances and densities), 
and the similarity threshold proved significant to some of the response variables (pro-
file variances and number of profiles). 
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Table 4.6: Experimental Design Factors 
Factor I :\umber of Levels I Level Values I 
Discovery Approach 2 o , 1 
Similarity Matching Method 2 o , 1 
URL \Veight Threshold 2 0.04 , 0.1 
Similarity Threshold 2 0.3 , 0.55 
Table 4.7: Experimental Design Responses 
Response I Level Values 
?\'lax Variance [0-1] 
Average variance [0-1] 
~ umber of Profiles [1 - #sessions] 
Cardinality % of Profile with :"iIax Variance (0 - I] 
Percentage of Duplicate Profiles [0-1] 
Profiles Density Average [1-00] 
Table 4.8: Experimental Design Data Table 
Disc. Sim. Match. URlWt Sim.Thr Max var Avg. Var Num. Card.%ot Dupl. % Den. Avg. 
Approach Method Thr Profdes Prf.wi1h 
maxvar. 
0 0 004 0.:30 0.~1613092 0203 47 6.5 00120259 3553.6 
0 0 0.04 0':.5 0.9131000 0185 49 72 0.0026596 2442.2 
0 0 010 030 o 435~17:' 0.194 40 04 0.0102564 3467.3 
0 0 010 05:, 0.428800 0138 43 0.3 0.0066445 2975.0 
0 I 004 0.30 0.460281 0139 21 59.3 0.0285714 £1380.6 
0 I 0.04 0.55 0.Si62000 o 158 ~,O 6.7 0.0048980 4996.13 
0 I 010 0.30 0.448265 0.129 22 619 0.0519481 10186.8 
0 I 0.10 055 0.4 75400 0111 47 03 00120259 51371.9 
I Q 0.04 0.30 0.203900 0078 131 0.4 0.0018£139 7867.0 
I 0 0.04 O.E"':'I 0203900 0078 61 04 0.0018939 78137.0 
I 0 010 0.30 0203900 0078 61 0.4 0.0018S139 781370 
I 0 o 10 05c, 0.203900 0.078 61 0.4 00018939 78137.0 
I I 004 0.30 0203900 0078 61 04 0.001893£1 7867.0 
1 I 0.04 I) 5'5 0203900 0078 131 0.4 0.001893£1 7867.0 
I 1 0.10 0.30 0.203900 0078 61 0.4 0.0018939 78137.0 
1 I 0.10 0.'5~· 0.203900 007S 61 0.4 00018939 78137.0 
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4.7 Summary 
Chapter 4 presented the results of applying the proposed framework on two 
datasets: University of :\Iissouri CECS department's website logs, and University 
of Louisville's Library website logs. Each of the evaluation metrics and the proposed 
framework's parameters were discussed. 
The results of the experiments showed that using the Robust Weight Similarity 
with a high similarity threshold value of 0.6, and a strict l'RL weight threshold of 
0.1, gives the best results. The compactness of the profiles for this configuration kept 
improving over time, as seen in Figures 4.4 and 4.25. A lower profile variance means 
that the sessions are more similar to the profile. The higher quality of the profiles 
has made these profiles able to match more incoming new sessions, as seen in figures 
4.7(d) and 4.28(d), "\vhere the majority of the profiles got updated. Moreover, this 
configuration resulted in more detailed profiles, where the average number of profile 
was around 20 when mining the lJniversity of Missouri CECS department's dataset 
and around 50 when mining the University of Louisville's Library dataset, as seen 
in Figures 4.14 and 4.35 respectively. These detailed profiles were also very different 
from each other (based on the profile pair-wise similarity measure), as seen in Figures 
4.15(b) and 4.36(b), where the percentage of duplicate profiles was almost 0 for both 
cases. The profile quality using this configuration was further confirmed when the 
density of profiles was found to be increasing over time, as seen in Figures 4.17 and 
4.38. The consistent increase in densities may be the ultimate judge that matching 
using the Robust 'Weights (,vhich depend on accurate variance estimates) yields the 
best quality profiles compared to Cosine Similarity matching. 
The results of experimental design showed that the URL weight threshold value 
and the profile discovery mode (evolution versus traditional) proved to be the most 
significant factors on profile variances and cardinalities (with small p-value), the sim-
ilarity method (Cosine Binary versus Robust Weight) proved significant to some of 
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the response variables (profile variances and densities), and the similarity threshold 
proved significant to some of the response variables (profile variances and number of 
profiles). 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
The increasing importance of the user has challenged online organizations to start 
tracking the behavior of their website users on the web, in order to better understand 
and satisfy their needs, and hence, maintain the loyalty of current users and lure 
new users. Since web usage data tends to be huge, heterogeneous, and continuously 
growing and changing, traditional data management tools are neither feasible nor cost-
effective to handle them. 'Web usage mining is the process of discovering interesting 
usage behavior over the 'World \Vide Web. ~Iany studies have been conducted to 
adapt web usage mining to business needs, however, very few have tried to handle 
the changing nature of the web user activities. 
This thesis has presented an innovative and scalable framework that is capable of 
capturing the changing behavior of users over the vVorld vVide Web. The proposed 
framework develops a set of evolving profiles that represent the usage pattern as a set 
of URLs with varying degrees of significance. These profiles can be considered as rep-
resentatives of usage behavior at any given time. The proposed framework is applied 
each time that new data becomes available. It tries to match these transactions with 
previous user behavior (as in collaborative filtering), uses matching transactions to 
update the old profiles, and subjects nevv (non-matching) transactions to a new pat-
tern discovery process using the Hierarchical Cnsupervised Niche Clustering (HUNe) 
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algorithm. 
The resulting profiles are formulated in way that makes it intuitive to utilize them 
in higher-level applications to meet business goals such as web recommendations, 
web personalization, and user-driven web content. These evolving profiles also allow 
a better understanding of the changing interests of visitors to a \vebsite. 
The proposed framework was applied on the web server logs of two real web sites: 
University of Missouri's CECS department website, and l!niversity of Louisville's Li-
brary website. The developed usage profiles were evaluated using a set of metrics 
including the profile variance (how much the sessions in a cluster are dispersed or dif-
ferent from each other), profile cardinality (how many sessions the profile represents), 
the percentage of matching transactions (to which degree are the new transactions 
similar to older profiles), profiles' pair-wise similarity (how similar the developed pro-
files are to each other), the profile density (which is the ratio of the profile variance 
and cardinality), and the total number of profiles and their types (new, distinct, or 
static). 
To find high quality profiles, several parameters were varied within different config-
urations. These parameters include the matching method which could be the Binary 
Cosine Similarity or the Robust \Yeight Similarity (which is variance-sensitive), the 
similarity threshold value which controls how strict this matching is, and the URL 
significance weight threshold \vhich controls the quality of URLs allowed in the profile. 
Moreover, the profiles resulting from the evolution mode of discovery were compared 
to the traditional mode, where all the available data is mined in one shot. 
The experiments have showed that the output quality should be evaluated by scru-
tinizing the different parameter configurations, and observing the evaluation metrics 
from different perspectives, because there is always a trade-off between different qual-
ity measures. For example, an increase in the profile cardinality (number of sessions 
assigned to the profile) might cause a decrease in the profile's compactness (i.e. higher 
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variance), which may not be desirable. 
The results of the experiments also showed that using the Robust \Veight Similar-
ity with a high similarity threshold value of 0.6, and a strict URL weight threshold 
of 0.1, gives the best results. The compactness (variance) of the profiles for this 
configuration kept improving over time, the higher quality of the profiles has made 
them match more incoming new sessions, more detailed profiles were discovered, and 
those detailed profiles were also very different from each other (as verified by the low 
profile pair-wise similarity measures). The profile quality using this configuration was 
further confirmed when the density of profiles was found to be increasing over time. 
The consistent increase in densities may be the ultimate judge that matching using 
the Robust \Veights (which depend on accurate variance estimates) yields the best 
quality profiles compared to Cosine Similarity matching. 
The proposed framework's output patterns were comparable to the ones resulting 
from the traditional pattern discovery mode. The latter can be considered as the 
best output possible since all usage data is mined at once (instead of at different time 
periods as in the proposed approach). Having said that, the proposed framework 
has still shown desired behavior and resulted in high quality profiles that are good 
representatives of the users' browsing behavior at any given time. Most importantly, 
the proposed framework has the critical advantage of enabling scalability in handling 
very large usage data that makes it impossible to mine all patterns in one shot. 
The results of experimental design showed that the URL weight threshold value 
and the profile discovery mode (evolution versus traditional) proved to be the most 
significant factors on profile variances and cardinalities (with small p-value), the sim-
ilarity method (Cosine Binary versus Robust 'Weight) proved significant to some of 
the response variables (profile variances and densities), and the similarity threshold 
proved significant to some of the response variables (profile variances and number of 
profiles). 
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This thesis has achieved its objectives~ and succeeded in providing the means to 
track usage changes over the web. However, this framework can be improved further. 
As part of future work, experiments on more challenging datasets could be conducted, 
and more parameters, such as ReNe parameters, could be studied in the evaluation 
experiments. A forgetting factor could also be considered so that new data would 
have more importance compared to older data as in [7]. Also, developing a high-level 
application, such as a recommendation system, that uses the generated profiles could 
give more insight when evaluating the performance of proposed framework. 
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APPENDIX A 
Max Variance: 
General Linear Model: Sigma Max versus Method, Matching Method, ... 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
Matching Method fixed 2 0, 1 
URL fixed 2 0.04, 0.10 
Matching Sim fixed 2 0 . 30, 0.55 
Analysis of Variance for Sigma Max, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 
Method 1 0.76852 0.76852 0.76852 26.92 0.000 
Matching Method 1 0 . 01243 0.01243 0.01243 0.44 0 . 523 
URL 1 0.15228 0.15228 0.15228 5.33 0.041 
Matching Sim 1 0.01668 0 . 01668 0.01668 0.58 0.461 
Error 11 0.31402 0 . 31402 0.02855 
Total 15 1.26393 
S 0.168959 R-Sq 75 . 16% R-Sq(adj) 66.12% 
Residual Plots for Sigma Max 
Normal Probability Plot Versus Fits 
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General Linear Model: Sigma Max versus Method, URL 
Factor Type Levels 
Method fixed 2 
URL fixed 2 
Values 
0, 1 
0.04, 0.10 
Analysis of Variance for Sigma Max, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF 
Method 1 
URL 1 
Error 13 
Total 15 
S 0.162463 
Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 
0 .76852 0.76852 0.76852 29.12 0.000 
0.15228 0.15228 0.15228 5.77 0.032 
0.34313 0.34313 0.02639 
1. 26393 
R-Sq 72.85% R-Sq( adj) 68.68% 
Residual Plots for Sigma Max 
Normal Probability Plot Versus Fits 
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General Linear Model: Sigma Max versus Method, URL 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
URL fixed 2 0.04, 0.10 
Analysis of 
Source 
Method 
URL 
Method*URL 
Error 
Total 
S 0.126110 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
c 
0.6 
IU 
CU 
~ 0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
Variance for Sigma Max, using Adjusted SS for 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
12 
15 
Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 
0.76852 0.76852 0.76852 48.32 0.000 
0.15228 0.15228 0.15228 9.58 0.009 
0.15228 0.15228 0.15228 9.58 0.009 
0.19084 0.19084 0.01590 
1. 26393 
R-Sq 84.90% R-Sq(adj) 81.13% 
Interaction Plot for Sigma Max 
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Residual Plots for Sigma Max 
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Variance Average: 
General Linear Model: Sigm Avg versus Method, Matching Method, 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
Matching Method fixed 2 0, 1 
URL fixed 2 0.04, 0.10 
Matching Sim fixed 2 0.30, 0.55 
Analysis of variance for Sigm Avg, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source OF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 
Method 1 0.0252565 0.0252565 0.0252565 59.62 0.000 
Matching Method 1 0.0021011 0.0021011 0.0021011 4.96 0.048 
URL 1 0.0008100 0.0008100 0.0008100 1. 91 0.194 
Matching Sim 1 0.0003383 0.0003383 0.0003383 0.80 0.391 
Error 11 0.0046596 0.0046596 0.0004236 
Total 15 0.0331655 
S 0.0205815 R-Sq 85.95 % R-Sq(adj) 80.84 % 
Residual Plots for Sigm Avg 
Normal Probability Plot Versus Fits 
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General Linear Model: Sigm Avg versus Method, Matching Method 
Factor Type Levels 
Method fixed 2 
Matching Method fixed 2 
Values 
0, 1 
0, 1 
Analysis of Variance for Sigm Avg, using Adjusted 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS 
Method 1 0.025256 0.025256 0.025256 
Matching Method 1 0 . 002101 0.002101 0 . 002101 
Error 13 0 . 005808 0 . 005808 0 . 000447 
Total 15 0.033165 
S 0.0211368 R-Sq 82 . 49% R-Sq(adj) = 79 . 79% 
SS for 
F 
56.53 
4 . 70 
Residual Plots for Sigm Avg 
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General Linear Model: Sigm Avg versus Method, Matching Method 
Factor Type Levels 
Method fixed 2 
Matching Method fixed 2 
Values 
0, 1 
0, 1 
Analysis of Variance for Sigm Avg, using Adjusted 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS 
Method 1 0.0252565 0.0252565 
Matching Method 1 0.0021011 0.0021011 
Method*Matching Method 1 0.0021011 0.0021011 
Error 12 0.0037069 0.0037069 
Total 15 0.0331655 
S 0.0175757 R-Sq 88.82 % R-Sq(adj) = 86.03 % 
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SS for Tests 
Adj MS F P 
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Residual Plots for Sigm Avg 
Normal Probability Plot Versus Fits 
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Profiles Counts: 
General Linear Model: Prf Num versus Method, Matching Method, 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
Matching Method fixed 2 0, 1 
URL fixed 2 0.04, 0.10 
Matching Sim fixed 2 0.30, 0.55 
Analysis of Variance for Prf Num, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 
Method 1 1785.06 1785.06 1785.06 30.39 0.000 
Matching Method 1 95 . 06 95 . 06 95.06 1. 62 0.230 
URL 1 14.06 14 . 06 14.06 0.24 0.634 
Matching Sim 1 217.56 217.56 217.56 3.70 0.081 
Error 11 646.19 646.19 58.74 
Total 15 2757.94 
S 7.66448 R-Sq 76.57% R-Sq(adj) 68.05% 
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Residual Plots for Prf Num 
Normal Probability Plot Versus Fits 
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Genera l Linear Mode l: Prf Num ver sus Method, Matching Sim 
Fact or 
Method 
Matching Si rn 
Type 
fixed 
fi xed 
Levels 
2 
2 
Values 
0, 1 
0. 30, 0. 55 
Ana l ys i s o f Variance f or Pr f Nurn, using Ad j usted 
Source DF Seq S5 Ad j 5S Adj MS F 
Method 1 1785 . 1 1785 .1 17 85 . 1 30. 72 
Mat ching Si rn 1 217.6 217 . 6 217. 6 3 . 74 
Error 13 755 .3 755 . 3 58 . 1 
Tota l 15 2757 . 9 
S 7 .6224 0 R- Sq ;;; 72 . 61% R-Sq (adj ) 68.4 0% 
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SS for Tests 
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Gene ral Linear Mode l: Prf Num versus Method, Matching Sim 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
Matching 5im fixed 2 0. 30, 0. 55 
Ana l ysis of vari ance f or Prf Num , using Ad justed 5S for Tests 
Source OF 5eq 55 Ad j 55 Adj M5 F P 
Method 1 1785 .0 6 1785 .06 1785. 06 39. 83 0 . 000 
Mat c hi ng 5i m 1 217 . 56 217 . 56 21 7 .56 4 . 85 0.04 8 
Method*Matching Sim 1 21 7. 56 217.56 217. 56 4. 85 0.0 48 
Error 12 537 . 75 537 . 75 44. 81 
Total 15 2757 .9 4 
5 6 . 69421 R- 5q ;: 80. 50% R- Sq (ad j ) ~ 75.63 % 
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Cardinality of profIle with maximum sigma: 
Gener a l Linear Mode l : Ca rd ver sus Method, Matching Method, .. . 
Factor Type Leve ls Values 
Method f i xed 2 0, 1 
Mat chi ng Met hod f i xed 2 0, 1 
URL f i xed 2 0 . 04 , 0 .10 
Matching Sirn fixed 2 0. 30, 0 . 55 
Analysis of Vari ance for Car d , us i ng Adj usted SS f or Tests 
Sour ce DF Seq SS Ad j SS Adj MS F P 
Method 1 1221. 3 1221. 3 1221. 3 4. 06 0.0 69 
Matching Method 1 808. 3 80 8 .3 808.3 2 . 68 0 .13 0 
URL 1 17.4 17 . 4 17.4 0 . 06 0 . 814 
Matchi ng Si rn 1 806.8 806. 8 806.8 2.68 0.13 0 
Error 11 33 12.5 3312.5 301.1 
Tota l 15 6166 .4 
s 17. 353 2 R- Sq 46, 28% R-Sq (adj ) 26.7 5% 
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General Linear Mode l : Car d v e rsus Me thod, Matching Method , 
Matching Sim 
Fact or Type Leve l s Va l ues 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
Matching Met hod fixed 2 0, 1 
Matchi ng Siro fixed 2 0 . 30, 0 . 55 
Analysis of vari ance for Card , using Adj us ted 55 fo r Test s 
Source OF Seq 55 Ad j SS Adj M5 F 
Method 1 122 1. 34 122 1. 34 122 1. 34 147 .6 8 
Matchi ng Method 1 80 8 . 31 808.3 1 808. 31 97.74 
Matchi ng Sirn 1 806 . 83 806.83 806.83 97. 56 
Method*Matching Method 1 808.3 1 808.31 808.3 1 97.74 
Method*Matching Sim 1 806.83 806 . 83 806.83 97. 56 
Matching Method*Matchi ng 5irn 1 824 . 30 824 . 30 82 4 . 30 99 .67 
Method*Matchi ng Method*Matching Si rn 1 824.30 824 . 30 824 . 30 99 . 67 
Error 8 66 . 16 66.1 6 8. 27 
Tota l 15 6166.38 
Sour ce p 
Method 0 . 000 
Matching Met hod 0 . 000 
Matchi ng Sirn 0 . 000 
Method*Matchi ng Method 0 . 000 
Method*Matchi ng Sim 0. 000 
Matching Method*Matching Si m 0.00 0 
Method *Matchi ng Method*Matchi ng 5im 0 . 000 
Error 
S - 2. 8758 0 R- Sq 98.93 % R- Sq (adj ) = 97.99 % 
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Residual Plots for Card 
Normal Probability Plot 
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Gener al Linear Mode l: Duplicate ve rsus Method, Matching Method, 
Factor Type Levels Values 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
Matchi ng Met hod fixed 2 0, 1 
URL f i xed 2 0 . 04 , 0 . 10 
Mat ching Si m fixed 2 0 .3 0, 0 .55 
Anal ys i s of vari ance f or Duplicat e , using Ad justed SS for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 
Method 1 0.000810 5 0.000810 5 0.000810 5 7.44 0.0 20 
Matchi ng Method 1 0.000 2711 0.000 271 1 0 . 000 2711 2 . 49 0.1 43 
URL 1 0.0000 669 0.0000669 0 . 0000 669 0. 61 0. 45 0 
Matching Sim 1 0.000 3665 0.000 3665 0.000 3665 3.36 0.09 4 
Error 11 0.00 1199 0 0.0 01199 0 0 . 0001090 
Total 15 0.00 2714 0 
S 0.0104 405 R- Sq 55 . 82% R- Sq (adj ) 39.76% 
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Residual Plots for Duplicate 
Normal Probability Plot 
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General Linear Model: Duplicate versus Method, Matching Method, 
Factor Type Levels Va l ues 
Method fixed 2 0, 1 
Matching Method fixed 2 0, 1 
URL fixed 2 0 . 04, 0 . 10 
Matchi ng Si m f i xed 2 0 .3 0, 0. 55 
Ana lysis of var i ance for Dup l i cate , us i ng Ad j usted 58 for Tests 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Ad j MS F 
Method 1 0.000 81 05 0 . 0008 105 0.0008 105 ** 
Matchi ng Method 1 0.000 2711 0 . 000 2711 0.000 2711 ** 
URL 1 0.0000 669 0.0000 669 0.0000 669 ** 
Matchi ng Sim 1 0.000 3665 0.000 36 65 0.000366 5 ** 
Method*Matching Method 1 0.000 2711 0 . 000 2711 0 . 000 2711 ** 
Method*URL 1 0.0000669 0 . 0000 669 0.00 00669 ** 
Method*Matching Sim 1 0 . 000 3665 0.000 3665 0.000 366 5 ** 
Matchi ng Method*URL 1 0 . 0000 500 0.0000500 0.000 0500 ** 
Matchi ng Method*Matchi ng Sim 1 0 . 000 16 01 0.000 16 01 0 . 000 160 1 ** 
URL*Mat chi ng Sirn 1 0 . 00000 69 0.00000 69 0.0000069 ** 
Method*Matching Method*URL 1 0 . 0000 500 0.0000500 0.0000 500 ** 
Method*Matchi ng Method*Matching Sim 1 0.0001601 0 . 0001 601 0.000 16 01 ** 
Method*URL*Mat chi ng Si rn 1 0.00000 69 0 . 0000069 0 . 0000069 ** 
Matchi ng Method*URL*Matching Si m 1 0.0000 303 0.0000 303 0.0000 303 ** 
Method*Matchi ng Method*URL* 1 0 . 0000 303 0 . 0000 303 0 . 0000 303 ** 
Matching Sim 
Error 0 * 1< 1< 
Tot al 15 0 . 00 27140 
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P 
Profiles Density : 
Ge neral Linear Mode l : De nsit y vers us Me thod, Matchi ng Method, . . . 
Factor Type Leve l s Values 
Method f i xed 2 0, 1 
Matchi ng Method f ixed 2 0, 1 
URL fixed 2 0 . 04 , 0. 10 
Matchi ng Siro f ixed 2 0. 30, 0 . 55 
Analysis of Vari ance for Densi t y , using Ad j us t ed SS for 
Source DF Seq SS Adj 5S Adj MS F 
Method 1 25 658 023 25658 023 25658 023 8 . 35 
Matchi ng Method 1 19797 77 2 19797772 197977 72 6.44 
URL 1 232 358 23235 8 232358 0. 08 
Matching Sim 1 68 94093 689 409 3 6894 093 2.24 
Err or 11 33 8108 00 33 81 0800 3073709 
Tota l 15 8639 304 5 
S 1753.2 0 R- Sq 60.8 6% R-Sq (adj ) = 46. 63% 
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Ge neral Linear Model : De nsit y versus Me thod , Matching Method 
Factor 
Method 
Values 
0 , 1 
Matching Method 
Type 
fixed 
f ixed 
Leve l s 
2 
2 0 , 1 
Analys i s of Variance for Dens i ty , us i ng Ad justed SS for Test s 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P 
Method 1 25658 023 25658 023 25658 023 8.15 0 . 01 4 
Matching Method 1 19797772 19797772 19797772 6.29 0 . 026 
Error 
Tota l 
S :; 1774.55 
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General Linear Model: Density versus Method, Matchi ng Method 
Factor Type 
Method fixed 
Matchi ng Met hod fixed 
Leve l s 
2 
2 
Values 
0, 1 
0, 1 
Ana lysis of Var iance fo r Density , us i ng Adj us t ed SS for Test s 
Source DF Seq 55 Ad j SS Ad j MS 
Met hod 1 25 65802 3 2565 80 23 256 5802 3 
Mat chi ng Method 1 197977 72 19797772 197977 72 
Method*Mat chi ng Method 1 19797 772 19797772 197977 72 
Error 12 211 394 79 211394 79 17616 23 
Total 15 86393 045 
S '" 132 7 .2 6 R-Sq '" 75 . 53% R- 5q (ad j ) = 69 . 41% 
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